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I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The current country strategy and program (CSP) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
for Viet Nam covers the period 2007–2010.1 The preparation for the next country partnership 
strategy (CPS) is expected to begin in 2010 and its discussion by the ADB Board of Directors is 
expected to be held in mid-2011. ADB’s guidelines instruct new CPSs to incorporate relevant 
findings of the country assistance program evaluations (CAPEs). The proposed CAPE will be 
the second assessment of ADB’s country strategies and programs in Viet Nam. The first CAPE 
was prepared in 2000, covering ADB assistance in 1993–1998. The proposed CAPE will cover 
1999–2008 and subsequent and ongoing ADB support to Viet Nam, and assess operations not 
covered in the previous CAPE and update previous findings. 
 

II. BACKGROUND 
 
A. Country Context 
 
2. Viet Nam has been in a steady transition, which commenced in 1986 under the Doi Moi, 
from a centrally planned economy to a socialist market economy in its pursuit of rapid economic 
growth and poverty reduction. Its socioeconomic development has been impressive. Before the 
Asian financial crisis in 1997, Viet Nam’s economy grew at an average of about 8% annually 
from 1990. While growth dipped after the Asian financial crisis, it picked up in the 2000s and 
grew at an annual average of 7.5% between 1999 and 2006,2 the second fastest in Asia after 
China. Viet Nam is expected to attain middle-income country status in the next decade. (See 
Appendix 1 for an expanded version of this section and available socioeconomic data for 1999–
2007). 
 
3. Viet Nam’s growth has been accompanied by a significant reduction in poverty. Between 
1998 and 2006, poverty incidence was more than halved from 37.4% to 16.0% and real income 
per capita doubled from $360 to $723. Viet Nam is classified among the “medium human 
development” countries, which includes Sri Lanka and Indonesia, and is ranked 105th among 
177 countries. 
 
4. The Government has undertaken major reforms to liberalize markets, recognize private 
property rights, and open up the economy to external markets for trade and investment. Viet 

                                                 
1  The midterm review of the CSP 2007-2010 is scheduled to commence in November 2008 and circulated to the 

ADB Board of Directors in July 2009. 
2  If the growth rate for 2007 were included, the average for the period would be 7.3%. 
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Nam has relied on foreign capital to finance investment. Investments in Viet Nam grew at an 
annual average of about 13.6% between 1999 and 2006, with the share of gross domestic 
capital formation in the gross domestic product (GDP) increasing from 30% in 1999 to 37% in 
2006.3 Foreign investments grew at an annual average of 14.3% and the number of foreign 
investment enterprises increased from 1,525 to 4,220. The share of industry and construction 
steadily increased from 34% to 41% while agriculture’s declined from 24% to 19%.  
 
5. Viet Nam’s growth has been fueled by external trade. Exports increased from 50% to 
73% of the GDP, and imports grew from 53% to 77% of the GDP during the period. Presently, 
Viet Nam is the second largest exporter of rice. Its other key exports are crude oil, coal, 
electronic parts, footwear, textile products, coffee, fishery products, and wooden products. Viet 
Nam’s imports in 2006 were mostly fuels and raw materials (67.6%) and machinery, instrument 
and accessory (27.7%). While the current account deficit was falling from 4.9% of the GDP in 
2003 to 0.3% in 2006, it jumped to 9.8% of the GDP in 2007, mainly due to increases in capital 
goods imports and inputs for export production. This was financed chiefly by remittances, 
foreign direct investments and official development assistance.   
 
6. Until 2006, the budget deficit has been under 5% of the GDP, but grew to 5.4% in 2007. 
Net government lending (mainly to state-owned enterprises) doubled in amount from 2006 while 
current expenditure also increased by 21%. The share of state-owned enterprises of the GDP 
remained stable between 1999 and 2006 at about 40.7% annually, despite the number of state-
owned enterprises decreasing by about 36% to 3,706 in 2006.  
 
7. While poverty incidence has been reduced, there are indications that there is a widening 
gap between the rich and the poor. The share of total income of the poorest household quintile 
dropped from 8.0% in 1990 to 5.6% in 2006 while the share of the richest quintile increased 
from 42.7% to 49.3%. The average monthly per capita income in urban areas is also about 
double that in rural areas in 2006.  
 
8. Government Strategies. Two government strategies span the CAPE period, i.e., 
Socioeconomic Stabilization and Strategy to the Year 2000 (1991–2000) and Socioeconomic 
Development Strategy 2001–2010, which are implemented through non-overlapping 5-year 
plans.  
 
9. The period from 1991 to 2000 was guided by the Socioeconomic Stabilization and 
Strategy to the Year 2000, which prioritized macroeconomic stabilization, and placed greater 
focus on human and physical capital development. It included, among others, deepening 
reforms, rehabilitation and development of critical infrastructure, revitalization of education and 
health systems, reform of public administration, promotion of the private sector, 
commercialization of state enterprises, and promotion of exports and foreign investment.  
 
10. The Socioeconomic Development Strategy 2001–2010 is articulated through the 
Socioeconomic Development Plan (SEDP) 2001–2005 and the Socioeconomic Development 
Plan (2006–2010). SEDP 2001–2005 recognized the role of market-oriented economic 
institutions while the state economy plays a leading role. The tasks set out under SEDP 2006–
2010 include, among others, getting Viet Nam out of the low-income group into middle-income 
country status, moving more strongly into the market economy, accelerating international 
economic integration, improving the quality of human resources for national industrialization and 

                                                 
3  At the time this approach was written, 2007 data were not yet available for all the information used here. For 

comparability purposes, 2006 data are used in this section. Table A1.1 of Appendix 1 presents 2007 data where 
available.  
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modernization, realizing equity and gender equality and encouraging people to accumulate 
wealth in transparent ways, and developing a social security system. The SEDP 2006-2010 also 
includes a results framework for its monitoring and evaluation. 
 
11. Continuing Challenges. The double-digit inflation of early 2008 exposed some of the 
weaknesses of Viet Nam’s economy, including some of its policies. The Government responded 
by changing its priority in 2008 from rapid growth to stabilization, curbing inflation and the trade 
deficit.4 The stabilization steps include “cutting government expenditures, stopping inefficient 
public investment projects, postponing new ones, and allowing greater flexibility of the exchange 
rate.”5 ADB observed that Government’s capacity for macroeconomic policy management needs 
attention, including the development of the monetary policy framework.6 Despite the challenges 
presently faced, ADB concluded that Viet Nam’s medium- and long-term economic prospects to 
be good. Fall-out from the current financial crisis, which includes slower growth, if not recession, 
in some of the world’s major economies will potentially impact on Viet Nam’s economy, owing to 
the large proportion of its GDP accounted for by exports and imports and the important role of 
foreign investments.  
 
12. Sustaining economic growth to reach middle-income country status, as envisioned in the 
Government’s Socioeconomic Development Plan (SEDP) 2006–2010, entails a larger role to be 
played by the private sector in Viet Nam. At the same time, Viet Nam needs to ensure that 
development will be inclusive and environmentally sustainable. Viet Nam’s accession to the 
World Trade Organization (WTO) in January 2007 is expected to contribute to growth. The 
expected benefits include better access to capital markets and improved access to foreign 
markets by exporters and importers. Cheaper imports would help control inflation. Market-
friendly reforms required by the WTO would help improve the investment climate and attract 
more investments that would help fuel growth. WTO membership, however, could also bring 
greater competition to domestic businesses and banks from foreign suppliers and financial 
institutions and could lead to inefficient producers closing and its workers rendered unemployed.  
 
13. Attaining middle-income country status will pose new challenges to Viet Nam.  Reforms 
to encourage private sector participation need to continue, if not accelerate. Viet Nam’s 
attractiveness to investors is linked to a facilitating regulatory and administrative environment, 
including accountability and transparency. Gaps in physical infrastructure development and 
skilled human resources need to be filled. Structural weaknesses, including state-owned 
enterprises and the banking sector, and greater efficiencies in public service delivery need to be 
addressed. The efficiency of public sector investments needs to be enhanced. The widening 
income gap and potential employment costs of increased domestic competition have to be 
taken in hand.   

                                                 
4  ADB. 2008. Asian Development Outlook Update. Manila, and World Bank. 2008. Executive Summary of Taking 

Stock. Hanoi. 
5  World Bank. 2008. Executive Summary of Taking Stock. Hanoi. 
6  ADB. 2008. Asian Development Outlook Update. Manila. 
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B. ADB’s Assistance to Viet Nam  
 
14. Assistance from development partners is important to Viet Nam, but is not considered 
essential according to the Vietnam Development Report 2007. While it is the seventh largest 
recipient of official development assistance (ODA) in 2006, it is classified as an “average’ 
recipient when the ODA is measured against its national output. Viet Nam is not aid-dependent 
and policy reforms, thus, cannot be “bought” by development partners, which, in turn, ensure 
that such reforms would require government ownership.7 Among the development partners, 
ADB disbursed the third largest amount (10% of the total) in 2007 and pledged the largest 
amount (25% of the total) for 2008. 
 
15. The assistance strategies and programs of the ADB for 1999 to 2007 are described in 
various country assistance plans (CAPs), CSPs, and CSP updates (CSPUs).  
 
16. ADB Strategies and Programs. Early in the CAPE period, 1999–2001, ADB’s program 
and strategy in Viet Nam was guided by the promotion of the involvement of the private sector 
and nongovernmental organizations and beneficiary participation; and striking a balance 
between interventions promoting economic growth and social equity and securing the 
environmental soundness of projects.  
 
17. For 2002–2004, ADB’s program and strategy aimed at ensuring that growth would reach 
the poor and prioritized a geographic focus on the Central Region. The priorities of sustainable 
growth and inclusive social development remained, while good governance was added. The 
crosscutting themes of environment and regional cooperation were also prioritized. Two 
highlights from the period’s operations are: (i) the approval of an OCR loan in the power 
transmission subsector in 2004, 5 years after the last OCR loan in Viet Nam; and (ii) the 
approval of a policy-based loan to cofinance other development partners in supporting the 
Government’s poverty reduction plan, a partnership that continues to the current fiscal year. 
During this period, the OCR loan amount comprised 17% of the total public sector lending. The 
updated program and strategy for 2005–2006 continued the priorities identified by the CSP 
2002–2004. Lending to Viet Nam in 2005 was almost double its 2004 lending at $578 million, 
mainly due to a large OCR loan was extended to the power transmission sector that comprised 
62% of the year’s total public sector loan amount.   
 
18. For the period 2007–2010, ADB’s CSP adopted a results-based approach that is directly 
linked to support Government’s SEDP 2006–2010. The CSP was planned to be more selective, 
with focus on removing bottlenecks to accelerate private sector investment. ADB intends to help 
the Government pursue business-led, pro-poor economic growth by (i) developing physical 
infrastructure, (ii) improving the business-enabling environment through regulatory reforms, (iii) 
strengthening financial and related market institutions, and (iv) developing human resources. 
Private sector operations are expected to play a more substantive role to complement the public 
sector operations. Partnerships are to be sought for key infrastructure projects, e.g., power 
generation and transmission, and transport. Support is to be directed to achieving social equity 
and balanced development, and improving environmental management. Good government is to 
be emphasized and regional cooperation and gender dimension promoted as appropriate. The 
CSP aims to broaden regional links beyond those specified in the GMS Regional Cooperation 
Strategy and Program. This includes helping Viet Nam make the necessary social and 
economic adjustments related to ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA) and WTO commitment. 
 

                                                 
7  Joint Donor Report to the Vietnam Consultative Group Meeting. 2006. Vietnam Development Report 2007: Aiming 

High. Hanoi.  
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19. In 2007, $1,438 million of loans were approved for Viet Nam, 82% were for roads and 
highways; loans were also extended to integrated rural development, financial sector, 
education, power and the poverty reduction program. Of the total loan amount, 64% was 
financed from OCR. The lending assistance pipeline for 2008 is for $1,285 million for power and 
renewable energy, finance, health, poverty reduction program, roads, rural infrastructure, and 
urban infrastructure. The loan for power will comprise 40% while roads will be 30%. For 2009, 
$1,455 million of lending assistance is planned, 62% is for power generation; the other lending 
sectors are education, finance, health, poverty reduction program, rural infrastructure and urban 
infrastructure.   
 
20. Portfolio of Assistance. ADB assistance to Viet Nam between 1999 and 2007 is 
marked by significant growth. Sovereign lending grew by over 500% from $220.0 million to 
$1,438.9 million, with annual approvals growing from five to nine loans. On the other hand, 
technical assistance (TA) grants increased from $10.3 million to $13.1 million. In 2007, Viet 
Nam ranked as the second highest and third highest country-recipient of ADB loans and TAs, 
respectively. During the same period, eight nonsovereign loans ($183.5 million in loans and $60 
million in guarantees) were approved in the areas of water supply, higher education, health, 
energy, and banking. (See Appendix 2 for the major thrusts of the country assistance plans and 
CSPs.) 
 
21. A total of 47 sovereign projects and programs were approved in 1999–2007, which were 
financed by 50 loans totaling about $3,685 million. The transport and communications sector 
received the largest share (39%) of the loan amount, followed closely by energy (14%) and 
agriculture and natural resources (13%). In terms of the number of projects approved, the top 
three sector-recipients were transport and communications, agriculture and natural resources, 
and multisector. All but five of the loans were financed from ADB’s Special Funds. The ordinary 
capital resources (OCR) loans were extended in 1999 to agriculture as part of a program loan, 
the energy sector (3 loans approved in 2004, 2005 and 2007) and the transport sector (2007). 
(Appendix 3 provides the list of approved loans and sectoral distribution pie chart.) 
 
22. About $15.5 million were provided as grants in 1999–2007 from the Japan Fund for 
Poverty Reduction funds and $45.6 million from the ADF IX grants. About $94.9 million in total 
were provided as grants to finance 140 TAs in 1999–2007, some of which were supplementary. 
Of these, $58.2 million (61.0%) were provided as advisory TAs. The three largest sector-
recipients of TAs, in terms of amount, were agriculture and natural resources; law, economic 
management and public policy; and energy. The most number of TAs were provided to law, 
economic management, and public policy; agriculture and natural resources; and energy. 
(Appendix 4 provides the list of approved TAs and sectoral distribution pie chart.)  
 
23. Implementation of ADB Assistance. The performance of ADB’s assistance portfolio in 
Viet Nam improved between 2006 and 2007, with “at-risk” projects declining from 10.8% to 
4.8% of the portfolio, which is below the ADB average of 7.6%. The 2007 performance 
represents an improvement over the 2001 performance, where 21% of the loans were “at risk.” 
 
24. However, implementation of ADB’s portfolio in Viet Nam had been beset by delays, 
which arise mainly from (i) delayed consultant recruitment, (ii) centralized and lengthy decision-
making processes, (iii) weak capacity in PMUs, (iv) inconsistent legal framework for ODA 
management, (v) delays in applying social safeguards, particularly resettlement, (vi) delays in 
procurement, and (vii) inadequate quality of project preparation, with important technical issues 
having to be solved during implementation. Between 1998 and 2007, loans to Viet Nam were 
also taking longer to close from the date of approval. Between 1998 and 2002, the average loan 
to Viet Nam closed about 1.87 years late (earlier than the ADB average), while, between 2003 
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and 2007, the loans took longer to close with a delay of 2.39 years (later than the ADB 
average). The Government and the development partners, including ADB, are working towards 
removing some of these constraints on portfolio performance, including harmonization and 
alignment of procedures. 
 
25. Aid Coordination. The Government of Viet Nam is at the forefront of implementing the 
Paris Declaration and had taken steps to localize it through the preparation of the Hanoi Core 
Statement. The Government and the ODA community in Viet Nam meet regularly in a 
consultative group to review socioeconomic development and the use of ODA. ADB is a regular 
participant and is the lead donor in several working groups. ADB is also an active member of 
the group of six banks, which comprises the French Agency for Development (AFD), the Japan 
Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), Korea Eximbank, Germany’s KfW Bank, and the 
World Bank, which committed to harmonize ODA procedures. 
 
C. Findings from the 2000 CAPE 
 
26. The 2000 CAPE covered ADB’s country assistance from 1993, when it recommenced 
operations in Viet Nam, through 1998. As of 2000, the CAPE determined that it was not then yet 
possible to assess the development effectiveness of ADB’s programs as the projects were still 
ongoing, particularly those aimed at achieving growth and poverty reduction targets. However, it 
concluded that ADB’s country strategy was relevant to the country’s needs and conditions, 
though it became diffused in the later period. The strategy and program supported the Doi Moi 
process.  
 
27. ADB Performance. ADB’s strategy and program was found to be relatively effective in 
supporting and promoting policy reforms, primarily through its lending operations, which may not 
have been the most efficient way. TA operations lacked focus and a coherent strategy for 
systematizing and sequencing. More efforts and resources were indicated to be required to 
address delays arising from coordination constraints and the cumbersome decision-making 
process. Appropriate capacity building TAs needed to be continued to help improve project 
implementation.  
 
28. ADB’s contribution to the country’s development at the macroeconomic and sectoral 
level could not be established in 2000 with certainty. While ADB was among the major donors, 
its share in the overall assistance was not dominant. A tentative assessment of the program 
was that it had been successful, particularly in light of the needs of Viet Nam at the time the 
program was launched, but also more broadly in meeting the goals ADB had set for its lending 
program. ADB succeeded in addressing the complexities of the country’s reform process and 
the challenges of building a large program from nothing over a short period of time. The 
diffusion in focus did not detract from the program’s relevance to the country’s needs, although 
it could have raised the question of how effective and efficient ADB’s intervention had been. 
 
29. Lessons Learned. The CAPE identified several lessons: (i) CPSs should be focused 
and selective, provide the basis for decision-making including exclusion of specific areas of 
intervention, and identify priority areas; (ii) a need to tailor ADB’s business processes and 
country strategies to the country’s administrative environment and need TAs to help the country 
to strengthen its capacity; (iii) given the culture of consensus-building, projects that minimize 
across-boundary coordination should be preferred whenever possible to expedite project 
implementation; (iv) TA operations need to have long-term strategic focus in terms of the 
institutions to be assisted, the synergy that can be tapped, and the timing and sequencing of the 
TAs to be implemented; and (v) a need to build recipient’s ownership of lending and nonlending 
assistance for successful outcomes.  
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30. Recommendations. The CAPE provided the following recommendations: (i) the CPS 
provide the framework for capacity building in Viet Nam that defines not only the priority areas 
but also the sequencing of capacity building efforts; (ii) performance indicators be identified for 
the CPS as a basis for monitoring and evaluating ADB’s program of assistance in Viet Nam; (iii) 
with ADB’s shift towards decentralized intervention, more staff time be provided for project 
processing and implementation, including an increase of Viet Nam Resident Mission staff 
strength in project administration, and a sharper geographical focus for ADB’s operations to 
narrow down the amount of staff time required; and (iv) another CAPE should be undertaken in 
about three years, when a sufficiently large number of completed projects can be used as a firm 
basis for assessing the program’s impact. 
 
31. Follow-Up to the 2000 CAPE Recommendations. A self-assessment of the previous 
CSP and CSPUs was conducted by ADB’s Viet Nam Resident Mission in preparation for the 
2007–2010 CSP. The self-assessment reported that lessons identified in the 1999 CAPE were 
incorporated in the subsequent country programs. It found the strategy during the period of 
2000–2004 to be more focused and selective, taking on poverty reduction as its overarching 
goal. ADB’s program enumerated a long list of areas of assistance and almost any assistance 
could be justified if it were complying with ADB’s mandate. For monitoring progress in 
implementing the CSP, the 2002–2004 CSP included a CSP matrix with key indicators, which 
were judged to be broad and difficult to use in monitoring by the assessment.  
 

III. THE PROPOSED COUNTRY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM EVALUATION 
 
A. Impact and Outcome  
 
32. The outcome of this CAPE is an assessment of the development effectiveness of ADB’s 
completed and ongoing programs and strategies in Viet Nam. The CAPE’s expected impact is 
that its findings and recommendations are taken into account in the preparation of the next Viet 
Nam CPS.  
 
B. Outputs 
 
33. The CAPE will (i) prepare an assessment of and rate ADB’s strategic positioning and 
performance, (ii) undertake an assessment and rating of ADB’s performance in key sectors, (iii) 
draw forward-looking lessons and identify good practices, and (iv) develop recommendations for 
the preparation of the next CPS. The CAPE will assess the operations of the past nine years, 
from 1999 to 2007,8 and assistance not covered by the previous CAPE.  
 
34. Sectoral performance assessments will focus on the sectors that received large 
assistance and/or are key sectors in ADB’s strategies, i.e., transport, urban and water supply 
and sanitation, rural development and natural resources, energy, economic management and 
public policy sectors, and education and health. Sector assistance program evaluations 
(SAPEs) will be prepared for the transport sector, and the urban and water supply and 
sanitation sectors while assistance to other sectors will be reviewed through rapid sector 
assessments. The assessment on crosscutting issues will focus on capacity development, 
governance, private sector development, regional cooperation,9 gender, and poverty reduction. 
 

                                                 
8  Where available, the final CAPE report will include 2008 data.  
9  Assistance received through the Greater Mekong subregion (GMS) program is presently being evaluated as part of 

the regional program evaluation of the GMS program. 
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C. Approach  
 
35. The CAPE will follow the Operations Evaluation Division’s (OED’s) Guidelines for the 
Preparation of Country Assistance Program Evaluation Reports.10 The approach and framework 
for this CAPE is an adaptation of the Philippines CAPE and is subject to revision in the course 
of the CAPE process. The adapted Viet Nam CAPE framework and the list of CAPE evaluation 
questions are indicated in Appendix 7. 
 
36. The CAPE will combine a top-down assessment of ADB’s positioning and performance 
with a bottom-up assessment of ADB’s performance in key sectors. The top-down assessment 
of ADB’s assistance program and strategy in Viet Nam will include ADB’s strategic positioning,11 
ADB contributions to Viet Nam’s development goals,12 and ADB performance and 
responsiveness.13 The CAPE will also examine the extent to which previous CAPE and self-
evaluation findings and lessons were taken into account and its recommendations incorporated 
in ADB’s subsequent strategies and programs. The CAPE will build upon the findings of the first 
CAPE, to the extent possible.   
 
37. The bottom-up assessment will examine the performance of lending and nonlending 
assistance in key sectors by assessing relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and 
impact. Contributions to ADB themes, e.g., capacity development, private sector development, 
gender, environment and poverty reduction will also be assessed.  
 
38. Based on the top-down and bottom-up assessments, the implications for the next ADB 
assistance strategy for Viet Nam will be addressed by identifying lessons and good practices in 
programming and operations; identifying strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats; and 
considering future strategic issues.  
 
39. Evaluation Issues. The CAPE will focus on ADB’s performance in the past and the 
findings will be interpreted in light of current and potential future challenges, binding constraints, 
and opportunities vis-à-vis the development objectives of Viet Nam and corporate directions of 
ADB. Particular attention will be paid to a change in the role of ADB in the changing context of 
Viet Nam’s economic development. In developing its recommendations, the CAPE will take into 
consideration the implications the changing global economic environment has on Viet Nam’s 
economy and economic strategy. The CAPE will focus on the following issues. 
 
40. Inclusive economic development. The Government’s agenda of inclusive growth remains 
important to ensuring that few are left behind by Viet Nam’s economic advancement. ADB 
assistance has been delivered within the overarching goal of poverty reduction and looks to 
inclusive economic development in its current corporate strategy. The CAPE will seek to assess 
the development effectiveness of ADB’s strategies and approaches at the country level and the 
sector level. However, the establishment of credible linkages between ADB’s policy dialogue 
and assistance with their impact on the sector or nationally is challenging. For the program 
period covering 2002 through 2004, the country strategy and program matrix will be used in the 
assessment to the extent that is possible (see Appendix 5). The assessment of the current CSP 

                                                 
10  ADB. 2006. Guidelines for the Preparation of Country Assistance Program Evaluation Reports. Manila. The 

guidelines can be found on http://www.adb.org/Documents/Guidelines/Country-Assistance-Program/default.asp. 
11  The criteria are relevance, selectivity, and sequencing and continuity. 
12  The following issues will be addressed: sector work and policy dialogue, outputs and outcomes, value addition and 

synergies, sustainability and dissemination, and impact. 
13  The following aspects will be addressed: responsiveness; suitability of ADB policies, systems and lending 

instruments; and capacity and core competencies. 
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will employ its results monitoring and evaluation framework where possible, which is linked to 
the Government’s SEDP 2006–2010 agenda (see Appendix 6).      
 
41. Middle-income country issues. Viet Nam is approaching middle-income country status as 
envisioned in its SEDP 2006–2010, which would have implications for ADB’s assistance 
program and strategy. ADB provided large loan amounts to Viet Nam from its market-based 
loans (OCR) in the recent years while the World Bank has also provided access to its 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development resources. The CAPE will examine the 
evolution and responsiveness of ADB assistance over the CAPE period, particularly the 
adjustments made to Viet Nam’s changing requirements. This will include an analysis of the 
types of assistance provided to the different sectors, including loans, policy dialogue, and 
capacity building.  
 
42. Facilitating private sector development. Government’s development strategies have 
promoted the role of the private sector or market-oriented institutions for continued economic 
growth. The CAPE will assess ADB assistance in promoting the development of the private 
sector through technical assistance and lending operations. This will include examining policy 
dialogue and project activities that promoted private sector development and/or participation. 
The CAPE will also assess the assistance provided to the power and education subsectors 
through ADB’s private sector operations.   
 
43. Regional cooperation. Some of ADB’s assistance to Viet Nam has been provided in the 
context of the regional GMS program. The transport subsector, in particular, has cumulative 
loan approvals through the GMS program from 1999 to 2007 that were over $1.2 billion out the 
subsector’s total of $1.4 billion. The future assistance pipeline presently includes assistance to 
the transport and power subsectors and the health sector. The CAPE will assess the synergies 
built between the national and regional assistance programs and their effectiveness, building on 
the assessments made through the ongoing evaluation of ADB’s GMS program. 
 
44. Aid harmonization. Viet Nam is considered to be at the forefront of mainstreaming the 
Paris Declaration commitments and the SEDP 2006–2010 incorporates Paris Declaration 
commitments. ADB is a regular participant in a consultative group in the country, a lead donor in 
several working groups and an active member of the six-banks’ initiative. The CAPE will 
examine and assess the progress in aligning ADB’s assistance with Government’s priorities, 
strategies and systems, and harmonizing aid with the assistance of other development partners.  
 
45. ADB’s Strategy 2020. ADB adopted Strategy 2020 in April 2008, which refocused its 
operations into five core specializations – (i) infrastructure, (ii) environment, (iii) regional 
cooperation and integration, (iv) financial sector development, and (v) education – and focuses 
on five drivers of change, namely, (i) private sector development and private sector operations, 
(ii) good governance and capacity development, (iii) gender equity, (iv) knowledge solutions, 
and (v) partnerships. The implementation of this strategy has potential implications in the 
preparation of the future ADB partnership strategy with Viet Nam. The CAPE will provide 
lessons on the past experience in these areas to guide future opportunities for the country 
partnership strategy in light of ADB’s evolving core competencies and the corporate directions 
provided in Strategy 2020. 
 
46. Review of CAPE Drafts. The draft CAPE report will be subject to reviews by OED staff, 
OED Management, Southeast Asia Regional Department (SERD) Management and relevant 
staff, and relevant ministries and agencies of the Government of Viet Nam.  
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47. Participation and Dissemination. The CAPE will be conducted in a transparent, 
consultative, and partnership-oriented fashion, to encourage learning. OED will provide access 
to commenting-drafts of evaluation materials as these become available. All of the background 
reports will be publicly disseminated, primarily through the Internet, subject to these reports 
having been reviewed for internal quality control by OED and for factual checks by regional 
department. 
 
D. Methodology and Activities 
 
48. The CAPE will undertake country-level assessment, sector assessments, survey, and 
evaluation missions. The assessments will generally employ reviews of literature, analyses of 
data, surveys and field visits. Interviews, group discussions and workshops will be held with 
representatives of government ministries and agencies, national and local governments, 
beneficiaries, nongovernment organizations, civil society organizations, and development 
partners in Viet Nam.  
 
50. Top-Down Assessment. The assessment of ADB’s strategic positioning, contribution to 
the country’s development, and performance and responsiveness will be undertaken through a 
review of government development strategies and plans, ADB strategy documents, ADB 
portfolio data, OED reports, and the activities of other development partners, and through 
interviews and surveys of government entities, other stakeholders and ADB staff. To the extent 
possible, comparisons will be made with unassisted government development programs and 
assistance strategies and programs of other development partners in Viet Nam. 
 
51. ADB performance will be assessed taking into consideration client feedback, the quality 
of strategy and program design program documents, level of staff and consultant resources 
allocated to project/program preparation and implementation, timeliness of review and approval 
of disbursement-related requests, flexibility and resourcefulness in addressing implementation 
problems, and quality of policy dialogue. Implementation performance of ADB’s programs and 
projects in Viet Nam will be compared to the performance in comparable developing member 
countries and the performance of similar sector programs and projects financed by the 
Government itself and by other development partners. This will help inform whether 
implementation problems are due to ADB or government policies, systems, procedures and 
practices. The effectiveness of the resident mission in meeting its organizational objectives will 
be assessed through a client survey that will build on the past special evaluation study on the 
effectiveness of resident missions.  
 
52. Sector Assessments. To inform the preparation of the CAPE, sector assessments of 
the transport and urban and water supply and sanitation sectors will be prepared that will review 
completed and ongoing program loans, project loans, sector development program loans, and 
TAs. Rapid sector assessments of ADB’s lending and technical assistance will be undertaken in 
the following sectors: economic management, public policy, governance, finance and private 
sector development; energy; education and health; and rural development, agriculture and 
natural resources. The activities will include reviews of relevant documents, data analyses and 
structured interviews; workshops may be conducted, as appropriate. The review will take into 
consideration, as appropriate, the work undertaken in the ongoing evaluation of the GMS 
program of assistance. Details of the approach for the sector assessments are found in 
Appendix 8. 
 
53. TA projects that were approved over the CAPE period will be reviewed. The review will 
take into account the work on TAs carried out as part of the special evaluation study (SES) on 
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the performance of TAs.14 The study examined 23 TA projects, some of which were in Viet 
Nam, and was completed in 2007. The methodology to be adopted in the CAPE will broadly 
follow that used in the study in order that the findings will be comparable. This will include 
conducting reviews of related documents, analyzing data, and holding structured interviews. 
Details of the approach are also found in Appendix 8. 
 
54. Sector assessments of the transport sector and the urban and water supply and 
sanitation sector are already ongoing through sector assistance program evaluations, to which 
separate resources have been approved and allocated. These sectors have received not only 
sizable assistance in the past, but are also expected to receive a significant portion in the 
current and future assistance. 
 
55. Stakeholder Consultations. The preparation of this approach paper benefited from 
discussions with government stakeholders, ADB staff at headquarters and the Viet Nam 
Resident mission, and development partners during an operations evaluation mission fielded in 
August 2008. At least two additional CAPE missions will be fielded. The first mission will be the 
main CAPE mission and will include site visits outside Hanoi. The second CAPE mission will be 
for presenting the draft CAPE findings and recommendations to Government and stakeholders; 
workshops will be conducted for different CAPE audiences. When necessary, additional CAPE 
missions will be fielded. CAPE stakeholder consultations will focus on ADB’s strategic direction, 
lessons learned and implications for good practices in future strategic planning. Focus group 
discussions will be held as needed.   
 
E. Implementation Arrangements  
 
56. OED Management and Staffing. The OED of ADB will manage the evaluation. The 
CAPE will be prepared by a team of OED staff and consultants. The OED staff will include a 
principal evaluation specialist (team leader), a principal evaluation specialist (finance sector), a 
senior evaluation specialist (urban and water supply and sanitation sectors), an evaluation 
specialist (transport sector), and an evaluation officer. Other OED staff may be co-opted, as 
required and appropriate. 
 
57. Consulting Services. The CAPE will employ the services of nine international 
consultants, six national consultants and two research associates. The indicative terms of 
reference is in Appendix 9. The international consultants will be specialists in energy; rural 
development, agriculture and natural resources; health; economic management, public policy 
and governance; and country program strategy and economic management. The national 
consultants will be specialists in macroeconomics; economic management, finance, governance 
and private sector development; rural development, agriculture and natural resources, and; 
education and health. In addition, two research associates to conduct portfolio assessment, 
country situation and country program analysis, and preliminary sector data gathering will be 
recruited. The consultants will be recruited individually following ADB’s Guidelines on the Use of 
Consultants (2007). 
 
58. Implementation Period. A preliminary schedule of CAPE activities is presented below. 
The schedule is subject to mission approvals by the Government, OED staffing situation, and 
ability to field consultants quickly and progress of consultants. The CAPE’s monitoring 
framework is in See Appendix 10 and the indicative implementation schedule is presented in 
Appendix 11.  
 

                                                 
14  ADB. 2007. Special Evaluation Study on Performance of Technical Assistance. Manila.  
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Activity Schedule 
1. Approval of evaluation approach paper 13 November 2008 
2. Consultant recruitment I November 2008 
3. Desk review, data collection, analysis III October - III April 2009 
4. CAPE mission February 2009 (after Tet holiday) 
5. Draft CAPE report IV April 2009 
6. OED peer review and country team review I-II May 2009 
7. Government and interdepartmental review IV May – II June 2009 
8. OED Management review IV June 2009 
9. Director General level meeting with SERD on 

recommendations 
III July 2009 

10. Editing I-II August 2009 
11. Director General, OED approval III August 2009 
12. Development Effectiveness Committee (DEC) circulation IV August 2009 

 
 

Attachments:  Appendix 1:  Socioeconomic Performance 
Appendix 2:  Major Thrusts of ADB Country Strategies and Programs in Viet 

Nam 
Appendix 3:  Approved Loans and Sectoral Distribution Pie Chart 
Appendix 4:  Approved TAs and Sectoral Distribution Pie Chart 
Appendix 5:  Country Strategy and Program Matrix 2002–2004 
Appendix 6:  Country Strategy and Program Results Monitoring and Evaluation    
                     Framework 2007–2010 
Appendix 7:  Viet Nam CAPE Evaluation Questions 
Appendix 8:  Approaches to Sector Assessments 
Appendix 9:  Draft Terms of Reference 
Appendix 10:  Draft Viet Nam CAPE Monitoring Framework  
Appendix 11:  Indicative Implementation Schedule 
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SOCIOECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 
 
1. Viet Nam is in a steady transition from a centrally planned economy to a socialist market 
economy. Its socioeconomic development has been impressive. Before the Asian financial crisis 
in 1997, Viet Nam’s economy grew at an average of about 8% annually from 1990. While 
growth slowed down after the crisis, it picked up in the 2000s and grew at an annual average of 
7.5% between 1999 and 2006, the second fastest in Asia after China.  
 
2. Investments in Viet Nam grew at an annual average of about 13.6% between 1999 and 
2006, with foreign investments growing at an annual average of 14.3%. Industry and 
construction had been growing faster than the other sectors at about 10.2% annually between 
1999 and 2006, while agriculture grew at about 3.9%. The share of industry and construction in 
the gross domestic product (GDP) steadily increased from 34% to 41%, while agriculture’s 
steadily declined from 24% to 19%.    
 
3. The period saw a relatively stable share of the state as the largest “owner” at about 
40.7% annually while foreign investment-owners’ share increased from 10.4% to 12.8%. The 
period also saw the share of private non-state owners increasing from 7.5% to 10.3%. The 
number of state-owned enterprises decreased from 5,759 in 2000 to 3,706 in 2006 while non-
state enterprises more than tripled in number from 35,004 to 123,392. The number of foreign 
investment enterprises increased from 1,525 to 4,220.  
 
4. Viet Nam’s economy became more integrated with the world economy over the period. 
The share of exports in the GDP increased from 50% to 73% and the share of imports grew 
from 53% to 77%. Presently, Viet Nam is the second largest exporter of rice. Its other key 
exports are crude oil, coal, electronic parts, footwear, textile products, coffee, fishery products, 
and wooden products. In 2006, the top four destinations of its exports were the United States 
(19.7%), Australia (9.4%), Germany (3.6%) and the United Kingdom (3.0%). Viet Nam’s imports 
in 2006 were mostly fuels and raw materials (67.6%) and machinery, instrument and accessory 
(27.7%). The top four sources of imports (9.7%) were Switzerland, Australia, the United States 
and Germany.  
 
5. Viet Nam’s growth has been accompanied by a significant reduction in poverty. Between 
1998 and 2006, poverty incidence was more than halved from 37.4% to 16.0% and real income 
per capita doubled from $360 to $723. Viet Nam is classified among the “medium human 
development” countries, which includes Sri Lanka and Indonesia, and is ranked 105th among 
177 countries. While poverty incidence has been reduced, there are indications that there is a 
widening gap between the rich and the poor. The share of total income of the poorest household 
quintile dropped from 8.0% in 1990 to 5.6% in 2006 while the share of the richest quintile 
increased from 42.7% to 49.3%. The average monthly per capita income in urban areas is also 
about double those in rural areas in 2006.  
 
6. Viet Nam’s transition and socioeconomic development agenda towards rapid economic 
growth and poverty reduction has been guided by 10-year strategies and 5-year plans. The 
period from 1991 to 2000 was guided by the Socioeconomic Stabilization and Strategy to the 
Year 2000, which prioritized macroeconomic stabilization, and placed greater focus on human 
and physical capital development. It included, among others, deepening reforms, rehabilitation 
and development of critical infrastructure, revitalization of education and health systems, reform 
of public administration, promotion of the private sector, commercialization of state enterprises, 
and promotion of exports and foreign investment.  
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7. The Socioeconomic Development Strategy 2001–2010 is articulated through the 
Socioeconomic Development Plan (SEDP) 2001–2005 and the Socioeconomic Development 
Plan (2006–2010). SEDP 2001–2005 recognized the role of market-oriented economic 
institutions, while the state economy plays a leading role. It also aimed to increase the share of 
industry and services, increase investments and improve competitiveness. The plan was tasked 
with creating favorable conditions to rapidly promote exports and attract foreign capital and 
technology. The financial and monetary system was to improve its soundness and capital 
markets were to be developed to meet socioeconomic development needs. Human resource 
development was also to be addressed through comprehensive changes in education, training, 
and scientific and technological development; universal lower secondary education was aimed 
at.  
 
8. The tasks set out under SEDP 2006–2010 include, among others, getting Viet Nam out 
of the low-income group, moving more strongly into the market economy, accelerating 
international economic integration, improving the quality of human resources for national 
industrialization and modernization, realizing equity and gender equality and encouraging 
people to get rich through legitimate ways, and developing a social security system. 
 
9. Recent Developments and Continuing Challenges. Viet Nam became a member of 
the World Trade Organization (WTO) in January 2007. 1 Its membership is expected to improve 
its exporters’ access to foreign markets, increase the competition faced by domestic suppliers 
from foreign suppliers, and improve access to capital markets. Cheaper imports would help 
control inflation. Market-friendly reforms required by the WTO would help improve the 
investment climate and attract more investments. With greater domestic competition and banks 
allowed to compete on equal footing regardless of ownership, inefficient producers may close 
and its workers rendered unemployed, which would require retraining and social protection 
responses. For improved efficiency in the allocation of capital and to meet increased 
competition, the reform of the state-dominated banking system would need acceleration.  
 
10. Maintaining a high economic growth rate would entail a larger role to be played by the 
private sector, which would need facilitation through the regulatory environment and availability 
of basic infrastructure. Improved governance and modern public administration would help 
improve the allocation and use of resources. Viet Nam is also taking on the challenges of 
sustainable economic development and climate change, particularly in view of its low-lying 
deltas and long coastline. The widening income gap and potential employment costs of 
increased domestic competition would need to be addressed. Transparency and accountability 
in public service delivery are also needed. 
 
11. The double-digit inflation of early 2008 has exposed the weaknesses of some of Viet 
Nam’s policies, such that the Government has changed its priority in 2008 from rapid growth to 
stabilization, curbing inflation and the trade deficit.2 The stabilization steps adopted includes 
“cutting government expenditures, stopping inefficient public investment projects, postponing 
new ones, and allowing greater flexibility of the exchange rate.”3 The Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) observed that Government’s capacity for macroeconomic policy management needs 

                                                 
1  IMF. 2007. Article IV Consultation-Staff Report. Washington, DC, and P. Tumbarello. 2007. WTO Accession will 

Help Vietnam Strengthen Economy. Washington, DC. R. Adhikari in an interview with Indochina Consultancy and 
Construction Investment, 2006.  

2  ADB. 2008. Asian Development Outlook Update. Manila, and World Bank. 2008. Executive Summary of Taking 
Stock. Hanoi. 

3  World Bank. 2008. Executive Summary of Taking Stock. Hanoi. 
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attention, including the development of the monetary policy framework.4 Despite the challenges 
presently faced, ADB concluded that Viet Nam’s medium- and long-term economic prospects to 
be good. 

 
Table A1.1: Country Economic Indicators, 2001–2006 

 
 Fiscal year 
Item 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007  
     
A. Income and Growth     

 1. GDP per Capita ($, current) a 415.4 439.8 488.9 553.9   636.7 723.5 830.4 
 2. GDP Growth (%, in constant prices) 6.9 7.1 7.3 7.8 8.4 8.2 8.5 
  a. Agriculture 3.0 4.2 3.6 4.4 4.0 3.4 3.4 
  b. Industry and Construction 10.4 9.5 10.5 10.2 10.6 10.4 10.6 
  c. Services 6.1 6.5 6.5 7.3 8.5 8.3 8.7 
         

B. Saving and Investment (current and  market prices, % of GDP) 
 1. Gross Domestic Investment 31.2 33.2 35.4 35.5      35.6 36.8 41.6 
 2. Gross National Saving  27.5 27.0 25.8 27.0 34.7 35.0 – 
         

C. Money and Inflation (annual % change)        
 1. Consumer Price Indexb (0.4) 4.0 4.3 7.8         8.4 7.4 8.3 
 2.   Total Liquidity (M2) 25.5 17.6 24.9 29.5 29.7 33.6 46.0 
         

D.  Government Finance (% of GDP)        
 1. Revenue  21.2 22.3 25.3 27.4      28.0 26.8 24.9 
 2. Expenditure and Onlending 24.4 24.2 26.4 26.2 27.3 27.5 28.1 
 3. Overall Fiscal Surplus (deficit)c (3.5) (2.3) (2.2) (0.2) (1.1) (1.8) (5.4) 
         

E. Balance of Payments        

 
1. Merchandise Trade Balance (% of 

GDP) 1.5 (3.0)  (6.5)   (8.5)
        

(4.6) (4.6) (14.6) 

 
2. Current Account Balance (% of 

GDP)d 2.1 (1.7) (4.9) (3.5)
        

(1.1) (0.3) (9.8) 

 
3. Merchandise Export ($) Growth 

(annual % change) 3.8 11.2
 

20.6
 

31.4 
        

 22.5 
 

22.7 21.9 

 
4. Merchandise Import ($) Growth 

(annual % change) 3.7 21.8 27.9 26.6        15.0 22.1 38.3 
      

F. External Payments Indicators     

 
1. Gross Official Reserves (including 

gold, $ million)    3,765     4,231     6,359     7,186     9,216 13,591 23,872 

 
 (in weeks of current year's imports of 

goods) 11.2 11.0 9.4 9.3 10.0 – – 

 
2.  External Debt Service  
  (% of exports of goods and services) 6.7 6.0 3.4 2.6 2.6 – – 

 3. Total External Debt (% of GDP)  39.2 38.7 41.1 40.5 36.9 33.9 – 
         

G. Memorandum Items        
 1. GDP (current prices, D billion) 481,295 535,762 613,443 715,307 839,211 973,790 1,144,015 
 2. Exchange Rate (D/$, average)  14,725 15,280 15,510 15,741 15,859 15,994 16,179 
 3. Population (million) 78.7 79.7 80.9 82.0 83.1 84.1 85.2 
         

    – = not available, ( ) = negative, D = dong, GDP = gross domestic product. 
a Computed from per capita GDP in Dong divided by the average exchange rate for the year. 
b Annual change (%, period average). 
c Excluding grants and including on lending. 
d Excluding official transfers.  

                                                 
4  ADB. 2008. Asian Development Outlook Update. Manila. 
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Sources: Asian Development Bank, General Statistical Office of Viet Nam, International Monetary Fund, Ministry of 
Finance of Viet Nam, and State Bank of Viet Nam. ADB Country Strategy and Program, Viet Nam 2007-2010.  

Table A1.2: Social Indicators 
 

Social Indicators Viet Nam ASEANa DMCsb

Population (million) 66.2 76.6 102.9 178.7
 (1990) (2006) (2004) (2004) 
     

Population (growth rate, %) 2.3 1.3 1.2 1.3
 (1990) (2006) (1975–2004) (1975–2004)
     

Labor Force (million) 35.0 37.7 51.1 101.9
 (1989) (2006) (2006) (2006) 
     

Labor Force (growth rate, %)  2.6 1.1 2.2
  (2005) (2006) (2006) 
     

Unemployment Rate (%)  2.5 5.1 4.4
  (2005) (2006) (2006) 
     

Life Expectancy at Birth (years) 67.0 73.7 68.4 65.2
 (1990) (2005) (2005) (2005) 
     

Poverty Incidence (% of population) 51.0 24.1c 18.6f 32.4
 (1992–1993) (2004) (1999–2003) (1999–2003)
     

Infant Mortality (per 1,000 live births) 44.0 16.0 19.3 58.3
 (1992) (2005) (2004) (2004) 
     

Adult Literacy Rate (% of population) 88.0 90.3 90.6 86.4
 (1990) (1995–2004) (2004) (2004) 
     

Youth Literacy Rate (% of population) 94.0 93.9 98.0 92.1
 (1990) (2000–2004) (2004) (2004) 
     

Children Underweight for Age 52.0 28.0 17.7 34.1
     (% under age 5) (1980–1985) (2002) (1996–2004) (1996–2004)
     

Sustainable Access to Improved 18.0 71.0d 82.7 58.1
     Sanitation (% of population) (1988–1990) (2004) (2004) (2004) 
     

Sustainable Access to Improved 27.0 89.5e 91.7 76.8
     Water (% of population) (1988–1990) (2004) (2004) (2004) 
ASEAN = Association of Southeast Asian Nations, DMC = developing member country.  
a Average of Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand.  
b For all reporting developing member countries, except Pacific countries and ASEAN.  
c  Percent of the population below the national poverty line.  
d Average for urban and rural areas  
e Average for urban and rural areas  
f  Indonesia only.  
Sources: Asian Development Bank. Various Issues. Key Indicators. Manila; United Nations. 2007/2008. 
Human Development Report. Washington, DC.; and World Bank. 2008. World Development Indicators. 
Washington, DC.  
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MAJOR THRUSTS OF ADB COUNTRY STRATEGIES AND PROGRAMS IN VIET NAM 
 

Country Strategy and Program and Its Updates Major Thrusts and 
Priorities 1996–2000 1999–2001  2002–2006 2007–2010 

Overall Thrust  Facilitate the transition 
and restructuring of the 
economy according to 
market-based 
principles while 
promoting sustainable 
economic growth  

 Reduction in poverty 
through (i) economic 
growth and private sector 
development, (ii) 
improved human and 
social capital, and (iii) 
improved targeting of 
interventions 

 Poverty reduction through 
employment-generating 
economic growth with 
interventions aimed at 
reducing social and regional 
imbalances while focusing on 
the following strategic 
priorities: (i) sustainable 
growth, (ii) inclusive social 
development, (iii) good 
governance, (iv) geographic 
focus on the central region, 
and (v) regional cooperation 
in the GMS.  

 Reduction of poverty incidence 
to 10–11% by 2010 by 
promoting pro-poor, business-
led economic growth 

A. Sector Priorities 

1.  Agriculture and 
Natural Resources 

 Enhancing the capacity 
of the rural economy 
and to raise rural 
incomes through 
support for policy 
reforms, rehabilitation 
of rural infrastructure 
and expansion of rural 
finance services 

 Strengthening capacity 
of municipal institutions 
in sanitation, 
wastewater and solid 
waste management 

 Establishment of 
policies for hazardous 
waste management 

 Sustainable natural 
resource management 

 Policy reforms 
 Geographically focused 

poverty reduction 
interventions  

 Improved natural 
resource management 

 Improved water resource 
management 

 Improvement of the 
forestry sector 

 Raising agricultural 
productivity 

 Promotion of agroindustrial 
development 

 Creation and expansion of the 
range of farm and nonfarm 
income-generating activities 

 Reduction of vulnerability of 
rural communities to natural and 
other shocks 

 Increase agricultural productivity 
 Policy and institutional reforms 
 Capacity development of sector 

institutions 
 Private sector financing support 

for water sector infrastructure 
 Improvement of water service 

delivery 
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Country Strategy and Program and Its Updates Major Thrusts and 
Priorities 1996–2000 1999–2001  2002–2006 2007–2010 

2.  Transport and 
Communication 

 Institutional and policy 
development in the 
road subsector 

 Integration in the GMS 
road network 

 Rehabilitation and 
upgrading of road 
network 

 Improvement of rural 
roads 

 Integration in the GMS 
road network 

 Development of GMS 
transport network 

 Improvement of the transport 
investment program 

 Improvement of sector efficiency 
 Reduction of transport costs 
 Private sector participation/ 

public-private partnerships 

3.  Energy  Policy support and 
capacity building 
initiatives to make the 
sector financially viable 

 Development of the 
hydrocarbon sector 

 Institutional 
strengthening in the 
areas of energy policy 
and planning 

 Rehabilitation and 
upgrading of 
transmission and 
distribution 
systems/rural 
electrification 

 Sector reforms 
 Improvement of the 

electric power sector 
 Capacity building and 

institutional strengthening 
 Improvement of the 

regulatory environment 

 Unbundling of generation, 
transmission and distribution 
in the power sector 

 Creation of an independent 
regulator to facilitate clearly 
defined contractual 
arrangements for power 
supply 

 Private sector participation 

 Establishment of competitive 
energy markets 

 Diversification of sources of 
investments 

 Development of new and 
renewable energy sources 

 Promotion of trading of energy 
with neighboring countries 

 Improvement of energy 
efficiency and conservation 

 Promotion of environmental 
sustainability 

 Private sector participation 
especially in thermal power 
generation 

4.  Education  Improvement of the 
quality of secondary 
education 

 Strengthening 
institutional capacity in 
planning, general 
management, labor 
market monitoring, 
curriculum 
development, and 
addressing the 
education needs of 
ethnic minorities 

 Increasing equitable 
access, improving quality 
and strengthening the 
capacity for decentralized 
management in the lower 
secondary education 
sector 

 Improved equitable access to 
and quality of secondary 
education 

 Achievement of universal 
secondary education 

 Gender parity in secondary 
education 

 Encourage private sector 
participation in vocational and 
tertiary education 
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Country Strategy and Program and Its Updates Major Thrusts and 
Priorities 1996–2000 1999–2001  2002–2006 2007–2010 

5.  Health  Enhancement of 
service delivery 
capacity 

 Strengthening of 
institutional capacity 
for planning, 
implementing and 
monitoring nutrition 
programs 

 Improve institutional 
capacity to address the 
health needs of ethnic 
minorities 

 Improved service delivery 
 Enhancement of central 

and provincial 
management capacity 

 Improved access to affordable 
health care of adequate 
quality 

 Improved sector governance 
and financing 

 Improved access to health care 
services and insurance by the 
poor, women, children and 
ethnic minorities 

 Combating emerging and 
endemic communicable 
diseases 

6.  Water Supply and 
Sanitation 

 Rehabilitation of water 
and sanitation systems 

 Provision of water and 
sanitation services to 
provincial level towns  

 Development of legal and 
regulatory framework for 
private sector participation 

 Establishment of transparent 
and predictable mechanisms 
for tariff setting and tariff 
adjustments 

 Improvement of rural water 
supply and sanitation 

 Strengthen capacity of rural 
water supply and sanitation 
institutions 

 Improve the investment 
environment of water supply 
and sanitation in urban centers 

 Ensure equitable access to safe 
water supply and sanitation 
facilities 

 Policy and institutional reforms 
at the central and provincial 
levels 

7.  Industry and Finance  Facilitate an enabling 
environment for private 
sector initiatives 

 Development of 
financial and capital 
markets 

 Restructuring of state-
owned commercial 
banks 

 

 Support for microfinance, 
rural finance and small 
and medium enterprises 
development 

 Development of the financial 
sector 

 Private sector participation 

 Institutional development of the 
nonbanking financial system 

 Promotion of increased 
domestic and foreign private 
investment in the financial 
sector 
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Country Strategy and Program and Its Updates Major Thrusts and 
Priorities 1996–2000 1999–2001  2002–2006 2007–2010 

B. Thematic Priorities 
1.  Private Sector 

Development 
 Reform of state-owned 

enterprises and 
introduction of 
corporate governance 

 Closer integration 
between private and 
public sector operations 

 Promote public-private 
partnerships 

 Improvement of the business 
environment 

 Promotion of private sector 
participation in infrastructure 
provision 

 Strengthen the financial 
sector 

 Promotion of transactions that 
will catalyze private 
investment and establishing 
best practices 

 Enabling environment for pro-
poor private sector investment 

 Deepen private sector 
participation in supplying 
physical and social 
infrastructure 

2.  Governance  Support the 
development of an 
effective and 
accountable public 
administration 

 Establish mechanisms 
and enhance 
transparency to 
combat corruption           

 Improved public service 
efficiency and 
effectiveness 

 Implementation of a legal 
framework for the more 
efficient and effective 
operation of the market 
economy 

 Improved transparency, 
accountability and 
management capacity of 
public finance 

 Public administration reform 
 Improved organization and 

capacity of the public 
administration system 

 Systemic reduction of 
opportunities for corruption 

 Capacity building for 
decentralization 

 Support for legal reform and 
public financial management 

 Increased transparency and 
public participation 

 Reduced opportunities for 
corruption 

 Development of provincial 
capacity (private sector 
development, public service 
delivery, annual planning and 
budgeting) 

3.  Gender and 
Development 

 Special attention to 
women’s needs in 
health and education 

 Enhancement of 
women’s productivity 
and their economic 
empowerment 

 Better collaboration 
between Government 
and NGOs in providing 
targeted interventions 

 Overcome differences in 
access to economic 
opportunity 

 Increasing participation in 
decision-making at the 
social, political and 
economic level 

 Reduction of gender and 
ethnic disparities in access to 
services (education, 
agricultural and 
entrepreneurial) 

 Integration of gender and other 
equity issues included and 
addressed as appropriate in 
ADB interventions 

 Focus on improved access by 
women and other vulnerable 
groups to health care services 
and education 

4.  Environment  Not mentioned  Management and 
development of water, 

 Institutional development 
 Poverty-linked forestry, water 

 Focus on the link between 
natural resource depletion and 
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Country Strategy and Program and Its Updates Major Thrusts and 
Priorities 1996–2000 1999–2001  2002–2006 2007–2010 

forest and coastal 
resources 

 Prevention of 
environmental strains 
associated with rapid and 
concentrated 
urbanization 

resource and coastal 
management activities in the 
Central Region 

 

poverty reduction through water 
and coastal management 

 Focus on natural resource 
management, livelihood 
improvement interventions, 
urban environment 
improvement, regional 
environment initiatives 

5.  Regional 
Cooperation 

 Improved trade and 
investment 
opportunities through 
transport and energy 
projects in the GMS 
area 

 Further integration in the 
GMS through 
participation in dialogue 
on “soft infrastructure” 
issues 

 Regional infrastructure  
 Support for software and 

agreements 
 Expansion of subregional 

tourism 

 Regional infrastructure 
 Broaden support in developing 

regional links 
 Support for the necessary social 

and economic adjustments 
related to the AFTA and WTO 
obligations 

 Improvement of social and 
environmental safeguards 
related to regional cooperation 
and integration 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AFTA = ASEAN Free Trade Area, CAP = country assistance plan, GMS = Greater Mekong Subregion, NGOs = 
nongovernment organizations, WTO = World Trade Organization. 
Source: Country operational strategies, country assistance plans, country strategy and programs, country operation and business plans (various 
years.). 
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Summary Description of Loan and TA Approvals 
 
1. Country Assistance and Plan 1999–2001. The country assistance and plan (CAP) for 
the period 1999–2001 was based on the 1995 Country Operational Strategy (COS), which 
emphasized policy and institutional reform, agriculture and rural development, social and 
physical infrastructure development, and environment and natural resource management. The 
1995 COS placed importance, too, on private sector financing of infrastructure development, 
and strengthening linkages between urban and rural areas and with neighboring countries in the 
greater Mekong subregion (GMS). The guiding principles of the country programs for 1999 to 
2001 included promoting the involvement of the private sector and nongovernmental 
organizations, and beneficiary participation; and striking a balance between interventions 
promoting economic growth and social equity and securing the environmental soundness of 
projects.  
 
2. The total amount of the loans approved for the 3 years were $220.0 million, $188.5 
million and $243.1 million, respectively. Over this period, Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
extended loan assistance to activities in water resources, agriculture, rural finance, urban 
development, education, livelihood improvement, roads improvement, and state-owned 
enterprise reform. Technical assistance (TA) grants were provided to (i) strengthen capacity in 
project preparation and implementation, decentralization and planning, state-owned enterprise 
audits, corporatization and corporate governance, national accounts, and forest management; 
(ii) prepare projects in hydropower, roads improvement, secondary education, agriculture, 
livelihood, and provincial towns water supply and sanitation; and (iii) prepare sectoral strategies 
and plans.   
 
3. Country Strategy and Program 2002–2004. The country strategy and program (CSP) 
for 2002–2004 was aimed at ensuring that growth would reach the poor. Towards this end, the 
priorities were (i) sustainable growth, (ii) inclusive social development, (iii) good governance, 
and (iv) geographic focus on the Central Region. The priority crosscutting themes were 
environment and regional cooperation. (The CSP matrix is in Appendix 5.) Two highlights from 
the period’s operations are: (i) approval of an OCR loan in the power transmission subsector in 
2004, 5 years after the last OCR loan in Viet Nam; and (ii) approval of a program-based loan to 
cofinance other development partners in support of Government’s poverty reduction plan, which 
continues to the current fiscal year.  
 
4. The total amount of the loans approved for the 3 years were $233.5 million, $179.0 
million and $296.4 million, respectively. Loans were extended in support of financial sector 
reforms, agriculture, water resources, secondary education, urban development and housing, 
power, poverty reduction, and small- and medium-sized enterprise development. In addition to 
complementary project preparation and advisory TAs (PPTAs and ADTAs) to loans, nonlending 
assistance was also provided to addressing gender concerns in agriculture, transport and health 
care sector analyses focused on serving the poor, legal system development, and capacity 
building. 
 
5. Country Strategy and Program Update Covering 2005–2006. The country strategy 
and program update (CSPU) for 2005–2006 continued the strategic priorities in the CSP 2002–
2004 of (i) sustainable growth, (ii) inclusive social development, (iii) good governance, (iv) 
geographic focus on the Central Region, and (v) regional cooperation in the GMS. The lending 
and TA pipelines for the transport and power sectors were strengthened, with the power 
transmission subsector receiving a large ordinary capital resources (OCR) loan ($360 million, 
62% of the total loan amount in 2005).  
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6. The approved loans amounted to $577.7 million in 2005 and $308.19 million in 2006. In 
2005, five Asian Development Fund (ADF) loans were approved in support of projects in health, 
transport, water resources and poverty reduction, and a large OCR loan was provided to the 
power transmission subsector. In 2006, eight ADF loans were approved in support of poverty 
reduction, livelihood improvement, development of towns, emergency calamity damage, 
agriculture, small and medium enterprise, education and transport. Fourteen unique (and four 
supplementary TAs) were approved in 2005, while five unique ADTAs (and one supplementary 
ADTA) were approved in 2006. Three new PPTAs were approved in 2005 while eight new 
PPTAs were approved in 2006. 
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Table A3.1: ADB Public Sector Loans to Viet Nam, by Sector, 1999–2007 
 

Sector/ 
Subsector 

Loan 
Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($ Million) 
Date 

Approved 
Fund 
Type 

Project 
Completion 
(Estimate) 

Project 
Completion 

(Actual) 
PCR 

Rating 
PPAR 
Rating 

Loan 
Type 

Transport and Communications 1436.50        
    Roads and Highways 1376.50        
 1728 GMS: East-West Corridor (Regional) 25.00 20 Dec 1999 ADF 31 Dec 2004 30 Mar 2007 NR  Project 
 1888 Provincial Roads Improvement Sector 70.00 18 Dec 2001 ADF 31 Dec 2006 Active   Sector 
 2195 Central Region Transport Networks 

Improvement Sector 
94.50 11 Nov 2005 ADF 31 Dec 2010 Active   Sector 

 2222 GMS: Kunming-Haiphong Transport 
Corridor-Noi Bai-Lao Cai Highway 
Technical Assistance 

6.00 19 Dec 2005 ADF 30 Sep 2008 Active   TA 

 2372 Greater Mekong Subregion Southern 
Coastal Corridor (Regional) 

75.00 28 Nov 2007 ADF 30 Jun 2015 Active   Project 

 2374 Ho Chi Minh City-Long Thanh-Dau Giay 
Expressway TA Loan 

10.00 28 Nov 2007 ADF 30 Jun 2010 Active   TA 

 2391 Greater Mekong Subregion: Kunming-Hai 
Phong Transport  

896.00 14 Dec 2007 OCR 31 Dec 2012 Active   Project 

  Corridor-Noi Bai-Lao Cai Highway 
Project 

        

 2392 Greater Mekong Subregion: Kunming-Hai 
Phong Transport Corridor-Noi Bai-Lao 
Cai Highway Project 

200.00 14 Dec 2007 ADF 31 Dec 2012 Active   Project 

           
Railways   60.00        
 2302 Greater Mekong Subregion Kunming-Hai 

Phong Transport Corridor: Yen Vien-Lao 
Cai Railway Upgrading 

60.00 19 Dec 2006 ADF 31 Dec 2012 Active   Project 

           
Agriculture and Natural Resources 490.47        
    Water Resource Management 210.97        
 1855 Second Red River Basin Sector 70.00 13 Nov 2001 ADF 30 Jun 2008 Active   Sector 
 2025 Phuoc Hua Water Resources 90.00 27 Nov 2003 ADF 31 Mar 2011 Active   Project 
 2273 Emergency Rehabilitation of Calamity 

Damage 
50.97 21 Nov 2006 ADF 31 Dec 2009 Active   sial 

    Agriculture Sector Development 164.30        
 1972 Agriculture Sector Development Program 

(Policy Reform) 
60.00 16 Dec 2002 ADF 31 Mar 2006 Active   Program 
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Sector/ 
Subsector 

Loan 
Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($ Million) 
Date 

Approved 
Fund 
Type 

Project 
Completion 
(Estimate) 

Project 
Completion 

(Actual) 
PCR 

Rating 
PPAR 
Rating 

Loan 
Type 

 1973 Agriculture Sector Development Program 
(Investment Loan) 

30.00 16 Dec 2002 ADF 30 Sep 2006 Active   Credit 
Loan 

 2223 Central Water Resources 74.30 19 Dec 2005 ADF 30 Jun 2012 Active   Project 
    Forest   45.00        
 2269 Forests for Livelihood Improvement in the 

Central Highlands Sector 
45.00 26 Oct 2006 ADF 30 Jun 2015 Active   Sector 

    Agriculture Production, Agroprocessing, and Agrobusiness 70.20        
 1781 Tea and Fruit Development 40.20 14 Nov 2000 ADF 30 Jun 2007 Active   Mixed 

DFI 
 2283 Agriculture Science and Technology 30.00 11 Dec 2006 ADF 30 Jun 2012 Active   Project 
           
Energy   507.86        
    Transmission and Distribution 480.00        
 2128 Northern Power Transmission Sector 120.00 13 Dec 2004 OCR 31 Dec 2009 Active   Project 
  2225 Northern Power Transmission Expansion 

Sector 
360.00 21 Dec 2005 OCR 31 Dec 2010 Active     Sector 

    Conventional Energy Generation (other than hydropower) 27.86        
 2353 Mong Duong 1 Thermal Power Project 

(Subproject 1) 
27.86 02 Oct 2007 OCR 30 Jun 2013 Active   Project 

           
Finance   270.00        
    Finance Sector Development 160.00        
 1932 Second Financial Sector Program 

(Subprogram I) 
50.00 20 Nov 2002 ADF 31 Mar 2004 8 Dec 2004 NR  Program 

 2118 Second Financial Sector Program - 
Subprogram II 

35.00 03 Dec 2004 ADF 1 Apr 2007 Active   Program 

 2377 Third Financial Sector Program Loan 
(Subprogram 1) 

75.00 06 Dec 2007 ADF 30 Jun 2009 Active   Program 

    Microfinance 80.00        
 1802 Rural Enterprise Finance 80.00 12 Dec 2000 ADF 30 Nov 2006 Active   Mixed 

DFI 
    Housing Finance 30.00        
 1990 Housing Finance 30.00 20 Dec 2002 ADF 30 Jun 2008 Active   Mixed 

DFI 
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Sector/ 
Subsector 

Loan 
Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($ Million) 
Date 

Approved 
Fund 
Type 

Project 
Completion 
(Estimate) 

Project 
Completion 

(Actual) 
PCR 

Rating 
PPAR 
Rating 

Loan 
Type 

Water Supply, Sanitation, and Waste Management 157.22        
    Water Supply and Sanitation 60.00        
 1880 Third Provincial Towns Water Supply and 

Sanitation 
60.00 13 Dec 2001 ADF 30 Jun 2008 Active   Project 

Integrated   97.22        
 2034 Central Region Urban Environmental 

Improvement 
44.00 08 Dec 2003 ADF 31 Dec 2009 Active   Project 

 2272 Central Region Small and Medium 
Towns Development 

53.22 17 Nov 2006 ADF 30 Jun 2012 Active   Project 

           
Multisector 248.09        
 1702 Ho Chi Minh City Environmental 

Improvement 
70.00 07 Oct 1999 ADF 30 Jun 2006 Active   Project 

 1883 Central Region Livelihood Improvement 43.09 17 Dec 2001 ADF 30 Sep 2007 Active   Mixed 
DFI 

 2194 Support the Implementation of the 
Poverty Reduction Program II 

15.00 03 Nov 2005 ADF 31 Dec 2006 5 Jul 2006 S  Program 

 2262 Support the Implementation of the 
Poverty Reduction Program III 

15.00 05 Oct 2006 ADF 31 Dec 2007 22 May 2007 NR  Program 

 2352 Support the Implementation of the 
Poverty Reduction Program IV 

15.00 02 Oct 2007 ADF 31 Dec 2008 Active   Program 

 2357 Integrated Rural Development Sector 
Project in the Central Provinces 

90.00 15 Oct 2007 ADF 30 Jun 2014 Active   Project 

           
Education   219.00        
    Basic Education 130.00        
 1718 Teacher Training 25.00 14 Dec 1999 ADF 30 Sep 2006 Active   Project 
 2115 Second Lower Secondary Education 

Development 
55.00 26 Nov 2004 ADF 30 Jun 2011 Active   Project 

 2384 Lower Secondary Education for the Most 
Disadvantaged Regions Project 

50.00 10 Dec 2007 ADF 31 Dec 2014 Active   Project 

    Senior Secondary General Education 89.00        
 1979 Upper Secondary Education 

Development 
55.00 17 Dec 2002 ADF 31 Dec 2009 Active   Project 

 2298 Upper Secondary and Professional 
Teacher Development 

34.00 18 Dec 2006 ADF 31 Dec 2012 Active   Project 
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Sector/ 
Subsector 

Loan 
Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($ Million) 
Date 

Approved 
Fund 
Type 

Project 
Completion 
(Estimate) 

Project 
Completion 

(Actual) 
PCR 

Rating 
PPAR 
Rating 

Loan 
Type 

Law, Economic Management, and Public Policy 171.40        
    Economic Management 126.40        
 1733 State-Owned Enterprise Reform and 

Corporate Governance Program 
60.00 21 Dec 1999 ADF 31 Dec 2003 18 Dec 2002 S  Program 

 1734 State-Owned Enterprise Reform and 
Corporate Governance Program 

40.00 21 Dec 1999 OCR 31 Dec 2003 18 Dec 2002 S  Program 

 2123 Support to Implementation of Poverty 
Reduction Program 

6.40 09 Dec 2004 ADF 31 Dec 2005 31 Dec 2005 S  Program 

 2284 Small and Medium Enterprise 
Development Program - Subprogram II 

20.00 12 Dec 2006 ADF 1 Jul 2008 Active   Program 

    National Government Administration 45.00        
  1992 Support Implementation of the Public 

Administration Reform Master Program- 
Phase I 

45.00 16 Jan 2003 ADF 31 Dec 2005 31 Dec  2005 NR   Program 

           
Health, Nutrition, and Social Protection 116.20        
    Health Systems 116.20        
 1777 Rural Health 68.30 09 Nov 2000 ADF 31 Dec 2006 Active   Project 
 2076 Health Care in the Central Highlands 20.00 09 Jan 2004 ADF 30 Jun 2010 Active   Project 
 2180 Preventive Health System Support 27.90 25 Aug 2005 ADF 30 Jun 2012 Active   Project 
           
Industry and Trade  68.50        
    Small and Medium Scale Enterprises 60.00        
 2095 Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise 

Development Program (Subprogram I) 
60.00 21 Oct 2004 ADF 30 Nov 2006 11 Dec 2006 NR  Program 

    Industry   8.50        
 1971 GMS: Mekong Tourism Development 

(Regional) 
8.50 12 Dec 2002 ADF 30 Jun 2008 Active   Project 

              Total 3685.24               
ADF = Asian Development Fund, DFI = development finance institutions, GS = generally successful, HS = highly successful, NR = no rating, OCR = ordinary capital 
resources, PCR = project completion report, PPAR = project performance audit report, PS = partly satisfactory. 
Sources:  Lotus Notes database on Loan, TA, Grant, and Equity Approvals, Loan Financial Information Systems, Report and Recommendation of the President, 
Program/Project Completion Report, Program/project Audit Reports. 
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Table A3.2: Sectoral Composition of ADB Public Sector Loans to Viet Nam, 1970–2007 
 

1970–2007 1993–1998 1999–2007 
Amount Number Amount Number Amount Sector/Sub-sector 

%Share Loan Project $M %Share Loan Project $M %Share 
Transport and 
Communications 

36.6 5 5 500.0 31.6 9 8 1436.5 39.0 

Agriculture and Natural 
Resources 

15.4 5 5 306.5 19.4 9 8 490.5 13.3 

Energy 13.1 2 2 180.0 11.4 3 3 507.9 13.8 
Finance 7.9 2 2 140.0 8.9 5 5 270.0 7.3 
Water Supply, Sanitation, 
and Waste Management 

6.8 3 3 200.0 12.6 3 3 157.2 4.3 

Multisector 6.7 2 2 107.6 6.8 6 6 248.1 6.7 
Education 6.1 2 2 104.0 6.6 5 5 219.0 5.9 
Law, Economic 
Management, and            
Public Policy 

3.2     5 4 171.4 4.7 

Health, Nutrition, and 
Social Protection 

3.0 1 1 43.0 2.7 3 3 116.2 3.2 

Industry and Trade 1.3     2 2 68.5 1.9 
Total     22  22 1581.1 100.0 50 47 3685.2 100.0 

Source of Basic Data: Lotus Notes Database on Loans, Technical Assistance, Grants and Equity Approvals. 
 

Figure A3.1: Sectoral Distribution of ADB Viet Nam Loans, 1999–2007 
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Table A3.3: ADB JFPR Grant Approvals to Viet Nam 
 

Grant 
No. Project Grant 

($M) 
Grant 
Type 

Date of GOJ 
Approval 

Date of ADB 
Approval Sector Linked to Loan 

9123 Demand Driven Skills Training for Poverty 
Reduction in the Cuu Long (Mekong) River Delta 

1.30 P 20-May-08 18-Jul-08 Education L1655-VIE (SF): Vocational and 
Technical Education (VTEP) 

9120 Livelihood Improvement of Vulnerable Ethnic 
Minority Communities Affected by Hydropower 
Projects in Vu Gia River Basin, Quang Nam 
Province, Viet Nam 

2.50 P 11-Apr-07 26-Jun-08 HNSP Proposed Loan:  Song Bung 4 
Hydropower  

9119 Community-Based Early Childhood Care and 
Development 

1.90 P 07-Sep-07 19-Feb-08 HNSP JFPR9083-VIE: Nutritious Food for 
6–24 Month Old Children Vulnerable 

to Malnutrition in Poor Areas  

9112 Thanh Hoa Province Small Scale Infrastructure 
Investments and Services in Urban and Peri-Urban 
Areas 

2.00 P 24-Jul-07 27-Nov-07 Multisector Thanh Hoa City Comprehensive 
Socio- Economic Improvement  

[for approval] 

9099 Expansion of Learning Opportunities for Ethnic 
Minority Youth 

1.50 CB 17-Oct-06 29-Nov-06 Education L1979-VIE: Upper Secondary 
Education Development Project 
(USEDP); L1718-VIE: Teacher 

Training Project (TTP)  

9098 Improving Vitamin A Nutrition and Deworming for 
Poor and Vulnerable Children 

1.00 P 17-Oct-06 17-Nov-06 HNSP L2180-VIE/GR0016-VIE: Preventive 
Health System Support  

9083 Nutritious Food for 6-24 Month Old Children 
Vulnerable to Malnutrition in Poor Areas 

1.99 P 13-Oct-05 17-Jan-06 HNSP L2180-VIE: Preventive Health System 
Support   

9071 Community-Based Agricultural Extension and 
Training in Mountainous Districts 

0.90 P 04-Jul-05 22-Aug-05 ANR L2283-VIE: Agriculture Science and 
Technology (AST) 

9058 Expanding Benefits of the Poor through Urban 
Environmental Improvements 

1.00 P 22-Oct-04 02-Dec-04 WSSWM L2034-VIE (SF): Central Region 
Urban Environmental Improvements 

Project 

9046 Poverty Reduction in Red River Basin Irrigation 
Systems 

0.82 CB 21-Nov-03 15-Apr-04 ANR L1855-VIE: Second Red River Basin 
Sector Project 

9033 Promoting Silk Income for the Rural Poor in Central 
Highlands 

0.62 CB 08-Aug-03 30-Oct-03 ANR L1515-VIE:  Forestry Sector Project; 
TA3818- VIE: Forest for Livelihood 

Improvement in the Central Highlands 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, ANR= agriculture and natural resources, AST = Agriculture Science and Technology, CB = capacity building, GOJ = Government of 
Japan, HNSP = health, nutrition and social protection JFPR = Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction, M = million, P = project, SF = special fund, TTP = Teacher Training 
Project, USEDP = Upper Secondary Education Development Project, VIE = Viet Nam, VTEP = Vocational and Technical Education Project, WSSWM = Water Supply, 
Sanitation and Waste Management.  
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Table A3.4: ADB Non-Sovereign Loans to Viet Nam, 2000–2007 
 

Investment 
Number Year Company LOE Investment Underwriting OCR ADF Total B-Loan Guarantees Combined 

7163/1776 2000 Lyonnaise Viet Nam Water Company 0.0 0.0 0.0 31.0 0.0 31.0 0.0  31.0 

7169/1827 2001 RMIT International University of Viet Nam 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.5 0.0 7.5 0.0  7.5 

7173/1856 2001 Far East Medical Viet Nam Ltd. (senior 
loan) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 6.5 0.0 6.5 0.0  6.5 

7174/1857 2001 Far East Medical Viet Nam Ltd. 
(subordinated loan) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0  3.5 

7176/1906 2002 Mekong Energy Company Limited(Phu My 
2.2 Power) 

0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 25.0 75.0 

7178/1923 2002 Phu My 3 Power 0.0 0.0 0.0 40.0 0.0 40.0 0.0 35.0 75.0 

7263/2350 2007 Vietnam Technological and Commercial 
Joint-stock Bank 

0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 

7273/2402 2007 The Bank of Foreign Trade of Viet Nam 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 

  Total 0.0 0.0 0.0 183.5 0.0 183.5 0.0 60.0 243.5 
ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADF = Asian Development Fund, B-loan = a commercial bank-provided loan, LOE = line of equity, OCR = ordinary capital resources. 
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Table A4.1: ADB Project Preparatory Technical Assistance to Viet Nam, 1999–2007 
 

Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date 

Approved 
Agriculture & Natural Resources 7,174,000   
 Agriculture Production, Agroprocessing, & Agrobusiness                                                                1,650,000   
  4194 Agriculture Science and Technology 900,000  09 Oct 2003 
  4927 Quality and Safety Improvement of Agricultural Products 750,000  30 Apr 2007 
 Agriculture Sector Development                                                                                                             5,524,000   
  3223 Agriculture Sector Program 1,000,000  14 Jul 1999 
  3818 Forests Livelihood Improvement in the Central Highlands 1,560,000  19 Dec 2001 
  4001 Central Region Water Resources Sector 1,400,000  27 Nov 2002 
  4001 Central Region Water Resources Sector (Supplementary) 79,000  30 May 2006 
  4001 Central Region Water Resources Sector (2nd Supplementary) 35,000  22 Aug 2006 
  4292 Livelihood Improvement in the Central Coastal Provinces 650,000  18 Dec 2003 
  4440 Rural Infrastructure for Sustainable Livelihood Improvement in Central Region 800,000  19 Nov 2004 
Education   3,200,000   
 Basic Education  1,200,000   
  3928 Second Lower Secondary Education Development 600,000  23 Sep 2002 
  4817 Secondary Education for the Most Disadvantaged Regions 600,000  19 Jul 2006 
 Education Sector Development 1,400,000   
  4369 Upper Secondary and Professional Teacher Development 800,000  03 Aug 2004 
  7034 Secondary Education Sector Development Program 600,000  17 Dec 2007 
 Senior Secondary General Education                                                                                                    600,000   
  3670 Upper Secondary Education Development 600,000  07 Jun 2001 
Energy   7,598,000   
 Conventional Energy Generation (other than hydropower) 3,675,000   
  4845 Support for Public-Private Development of the O Mon Thermal Power  

Complex 
1,700,000  29 Sep 2006 

  4923 Support for the Public-Private Development of the O Mon Gas Pipeline 975,000  19 Mar 2007 
  4996 Vinh Tan 3 Thermal Power Generation 1,000,000  03 Dec 2007 
 Hydropower Generation 2,723,000   
  3222 Se San 3 Hydropower 998,000  14 Jul 1999 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date 

Approved 
  4475 Preparation of Song Bung 4 Hydropower: Phase I 150,000 13 Dec 2004 
    4625 Song Bung 4 Hydropower Phase II 1,575,000 02 Aug 2005 
 Transmission & Distribution 1,200,000  
  4051 Northern Power Transmission 700,000 18 Dec 2002 
  4470 Northern Power Transmission and Expansion 500,000 10 Dec 2004 
Finance   1,300,000  
 Finance Sector Development 900,000  
  4732 Financial Sector Development Program III 900,000 13 Dec 2005 
 Housing Finance  400,000  
  3853 Housing Finance 400,000 05 Apr 2002 
Health, Nutrition, & Social Protection 2,180,000  
 Health Programs  400,000  
  4542 HIV/AIDS Prevention Among Youth 400,000 23 Dec 2004 
 Health Systems  1,780,000  
  4092 Health Care for the Poor in the Central Highlands 150,000 25 Mar 2003 
  4102 Strengthening of Preventive Health Services 500,000 02 May 2003 
  4855 Health Care in the South Central Coast Region 450,000 24 Oct 2006 
  7029 Support for Health Systems Development Program 680,000 11 Dec 2007 
Industry & Trade  1,250,000  
 Small & Medium Scale Enterprises 1,250,000  
  4031 Small-and Medium-Sized Enterprise Sector Development Program 650,000 13 Dec 2002 
  4781 Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise Development Program - Subprogram II 600,000 20 Apr 2006 
Law, Economic Management & Public Policy 3,351,000  
 Economic Management 2,774,000  
  3392 Central Region Poverty Reduction 824,000 18 Jan 2000 
  3809 Central Region Urban Development 1,000,000 18 Dec 2001 
  4593 Support to Implementation of Poverty Reduction Program II Outlined under the 

Poverty Reduction Support Credit IV 
150,000 09 Jun 2005 

  4911 State-Owned Enterprise Reform and Corporate Governance Facilitation 800,000 20 Dec 2006 
 National Government Administration 577,000  
  3886 Implementation of the Public Administration Reform Program 427,000 21 Jun 2002 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date 

Approved 
  4771 Support Implementation of Public Administration Reform Master Program 

(Subprogram II) 
0 10 Mar 2006 

  4990 Support the Implementation of Poverty Reduction Program  
(Safeguard Policy and Donor Coordination) 

150,000  14 Nov 2007 

Transport & Communications 7,450,000   
 Multimodal Transport & Sector Development 3,650,000   
  4050 Kunming-Haiphong Transport Corridor 1,000,000  18 Dec 2002 
  4050 Kunming-Haiphong Transport Corridor (Supplementary) 350,000  14 Jun 2005 
  4862 Ho Chi Minh City Metro Rail System 1,700,000  02 Nov 2006 
  4862 Ho Chi Minh City Metro Rail System (Supplementary) 200,000  12 Oct 2007 
  4900 Hanoi Metro Rail System 400,000  18 Dec 2006 
 Roads & Highways 3,800,000   
  3455 Provincial Roads Improvement 1,000,000  14 Jun 2000 
  4034 Central Region Transport Network 1,000,000  13 Dec 2002 
  7009 Second Ring Road (Completing the Circle) 1,000,000  11 Dec 2007 
  7045 Central Mekong Delta Region Connectivity 800,000  17 Dec 2007 
Water Supply, Sanitation & Waste Management 2,070,000   
 Integrated  1,070,000   
  4485 Central Region Small and Medium Towns Development 950,000  15 Dec 2004 
  4485 Central Region Small and Medium Towns Development (Supplementary) 120,000  19 Jul 2007 
 Water Supply & Sanitation 1,000,000   
  3323 Third Provincial Towns Water Supply and Sanitation 1,000,000  03 Dec 1999 
Multisector   1,000,000   
 Multisector  1,000,000   
  4976 Thanh Hoa City Comprehensive Socioeconomic Development 1,000,000  01 Oct 2007 
      
  TOTAL   36,573,000    
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Table A4.2: Sectoral Composition of ADB Project Preparatory 
Technical Assistance to Vietnam, 1999–2007 

 
1999–2007 

Amount  Sector/Subsector 
%Share 

 Agriculture and Natural Resources 19.6 

 Transport and Communications 20.4 

 Law, Economic Management, and Public Policy 9.2 

 Multisector 2.7 

 Finance 3.6 

 Education 8.7 

 Energy 20.8 

 Industry and Trade 3.4 

 Health, Nutrition, and Social Protection 6.0 
 Water Supply, Sanitation and Waste Management 5.7 
  Total 100.0 
Source of Basic Data: Lotus Notes Database on Loans, Technical Assistance, Grants and 
Equity Approvals. 

 
Figure A4.1: Sectoral Distribution of ADB Viet Nam Project Preparatory  

Technical Assistance, 1999–2007 
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Table A4.3: ADB Advisory Technical Assistance to Viet Nam, 1999–2007 
 

Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date of 

Approval 
Agriculture & Natural Resources 15,640,000   
     Agriculture Sector Development                                                                                                                  2,150,000   
 4105 Agriculture Sector Development Support 600,000  02 May 2003 
 4452 Gender Mainstreaming Action Plan for Agriculture and Rural Development 250,000  26 Nov 2004 
 4480 Developing Agricultural Insurance 600,000  15 Dec 2004 
 4619 Strengthening Agriculture Science and Technology Management 700,000  19 Jul 2005 
     Environment & Biodiversity 250,000   
 3830 Assessment and Strengthening of Coastal Management Institutions 250,000  01 Feb 2002 
Fishery   140,000   
 3665 Training in Fishing Port Management 140,000  05 Jun 2001 
     Forest   8,290,000   
 3255 Study on the Policy and Institutional Framework for Forest Management 470,000  14 Sep 1999 
 4859 Capacity Building for Forests Livelihood Improvement in the Central Highlands 7,820,000  26 Oct 2006 
     Water Resource Management 4,810,000   
 3528 Capacity Building for Water Resources Management 3,800,000  30 Oct 2000 
 3528 Capacity Building for Water Resources Management (Supplementary) 360,000  20 Dec 2004 
 3528 Capacity Building for Water Resources Management (Supplementary) 500,000  20 Apr 2005 
 3528 Capacity Building for Water Resources Management (Supplementary) 150,000  28 Jul 2006 
Education   2,200,000   
     Basic Education  600,000   
 3322 Capacity Building for Teacher Training 600,000  03 Dec 1999 
     Education Sector Development 1,200,000   
 3560 Secondary Education Sector Master Plan 600,000  07 Dec 2000 
 4603 Strategic Secondary Education Planning and Cooperation 600,000  28 Jun 2005 
     Senior Secondary General Education      400,000   
 4122 Capacity Building for Upper Secondary Education 400,000  05 Jun 2003 
Energy   5,400,000   
     Conventional Energy Generation (other than hydropower) 550,000   
 4670 Muong Duong Thermal Power Generation 150,000  17 Oct 2005 
  4670 Muong Duong Thermal Power Generation (Supplementary) 400,000  01 Dec 2005 
     Energy Sector Development 3,850,000   
 3763 Road Map for Power Sector Reform 400,000  06 Nov 2001 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date of 

Approval 
 4689 Developing Benefit Sharing Mechanisms for People Adversely Affected by 

Power Generation Projects 
150,000  14 Nov 2005 

 4711 Implementation of the Environmental Management Plan for the Son La 
Hydropower 

800,000  02 Dec 2005 

 4713 Capacity Building in the Strategic Environmental Assessment of the 
Hydropower Sector 

475,000  05 Dec 2005 

 4768 Power Market Design 500,000  01 Mar 2006 
 4966 Capacity Building on Environmental Management to the Power Sector 600,000  10 Sep 2007 
 7024 Supporting the Energy Efficiency Program Implementation 925,000  12 Dec 2007 
     Transmission & Distribution 1,000,000   
 4690 Strengthening Institutional Capacity of Local Stakeholders for Implementation 

of Son La Livelihood and Resettlement Plan 
1,000,000  14 Nov 2005 

Finance   6,030,000   
     Banking Systems  1,050,000   
 3227 Strengthening Corporate Governance at Viet Nam Bank for Agriculture and 

Rural Development 
900,000  19 Jul 1999 

 4395 Improving Risk Management in the Viet Nam Bank for Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

150,000  21 Sep 2004 

     Finance Sector Development 2,680,000   
 3599 Revision of Bankruptcy Law Support 150,000  19 Dec 2000 
 4035 Capacity Building for Nonbank Financial Institutions and the Capital Market 1,000,000  13 Dec 2002 
 4060 Legal System Development up to Year 2010 and Capacity Building for 

Secured Transactions Registration 
750,000  19 Dec 2002 

 4290 Capacity Building for the Financial Sector and Capital Markets 780,000  18 Dec 2003 
     Microfinance  1,550,000   
 3568 Support of Rural Business 1,000,000  12 Dec 2000 
 3741 Framework for Microfinance Development 300,000  12 Oct 2001 
 4638 Implementing the Regulatory and Supervisory Framework for Microfinance 250,000  29 Aug 2005 
     Pensions, Insurance, Social Security & Contractual Savings 750,000   
 4276 Developing the Social Security System 750,000  18 Dec 2003 
Health, Nutrition, & Social Protection 3,210,000   
     Early Childhood Development 450,000   
 4205 Early Childhood Development for the Poor 450,000  24 Oct 2003 
     Health Programs  500,000   
 3483 Capacity Building for Prevention of Food-Borne Diseases 500,000  29 Aug 2000 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date of 

Approval 
     Health Systems  1,950,000   
 3337 Capacity Building for Rural Health 600,000  14 Dec 1999 
 3877 Making Health Care More Affordable for the Poor: Health Financing in Viet 

Nam 
200,000  07 Jun 2002 

 4331 Support for Pro-Poor Health Policies 500,000  28 Apr 2004 
 4331 Support for Pro-poor Health Policies (Supplementary) 50,000  31 Oct 2005 
 4714 Air Pollution, Poverty, and Health Effects in Ho Chi Minh City 600,000  05 Dec 2005 
     Social Protection  310,000   
  3727 Enhancing the Resettlement Legal Framework and Institutional Capacity 310,000  24 Sep 2001 
Industry and Trade  1,550,000   
     Small & Medium Scale Enterprises 1,400,000   
 4418 Capacity Building for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise Development 1,400,000  21 Oct 2004 
     Trade   150,000   
 4291 Capacity Building for Ministry of Finance to Support Tariff, Industry and 

Subsidy Analysis for the Purpose of WTO Accession 
150,000  18 Dec 2003 

Law, Economic Management and Public Policy 17,783,000   
     Economic Management 9,658,000   
 3330 Improving the National Accounts (Phase II) 500,000  08 Dec 1999 
 3353 Corporatization and Corporate Governance 1,600,000  21 Dec 1999 
 3354 State-Owned Enterprise Diagnostic Audits 1,400,000  21 Dec 1999 
 3402 Human Capital of the Poor in Viet Nam: Policy Options 145,000  11 Feb 2000 
 3464 Supporting Preparation of the National Poverty Reduction Strategy 150,000  05 Jul 2000 
 3772 Capacity Building for Central Region Poverty Reduction 3,108,000  14 Nov 2001 
 3884 Eligibility of State-Owned Enterprises in ADB-Financed Projects 100,000  21 Jun 2002 
 4252 Support to Poverty Reduction Activities in Viet Nam 125,000  12 Dec 2003 
 4503 Support to ODA Management and Implementation in Viet Nam 150,000  10 Nov 2004 
 4612 Results-Based Monitoring of Poverty Reduction and Growth 400,000  14 Jul 2005 
 4644 Support to Thua Thien Hue and Quang Tri Provinces for Sustainable Poverty 

Reduction and Growth Programs 
900,000  07 Sep 2005 

 4679 Capacity Building to Dak Nong Province for Improving Poverty Reduction and 
Growth Performance 

650,000  31 Oct 2005 

 4788 Capacity Strengthening of Viet Nam's Regional Cooperation Coordination and 
Public Investment Planning 

430,000  11 May 2006 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date of 

Approval 
     National Government Administration 6,175,000   
 3388 Preparation of Action and Investment Plans for the Central Region 

Development Strategy 
150,000  23 Dec 1999 

 3476 Improved Official Development Assistance Effectiveness Through Partnership 
Initiatives 

150,000  02 Aug 2000 

 3591 Strengthening the Planning Capacity of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

300,000  15 Dec 2000 

 3652 Institutional Support to the Office of the Government 500,000  02 May 2001 
 3831 Gender Strategy and Implementation Plan for Agriculture and Rural 

Development 
450,000  01 Feb 2002 

 4080 Support to the Office of the Government in the Implementation of 
Administrative Modernization including Computerization and E-Government 
Initiatives 

1,270,000  16 Jan 2003 

 4081 Institutional and Capacity Building Support to the Ministry of Home Affairs 920,000  16 Jan 2003 
 4082 Policy Coordination Support to the Office of the Government 815,000  16 Jan 2003 
 4453 Supporting the Preparation of the Law on Gender Equality 370,000  26 Nov 2004 
 4467 Capacity Building Support to Government Inspectorate of Viet Nam 150,000  07 Dec 2004 
 4979 Enhancing Official Development Assistance Absorptive Capacity and 

Efficiency 
700,000  08 Oct 2007 

 7051 Supporting Financial Management Decentralization 400,000  24 Dec 2007 
     Public Finance & Expenditure Management 300,000   
  7043 After WTO Support - Capacity Building for Tax and Trade Policy Analysis 300,000  17 Dec 2007 
     Subnational Government Administration 1,650,000   
 3289 Support for Decentralization and Participation in Planning 1,000,000  08 Nov 1999 
 3722 Improving Project Financial Management through Decentralization 500,000  19 Sep 2001 
 4163 Provincial Development Planning in the Central Highlands 150,000  20 Aug 2003 
Transport and Communications 3,925,000   
     Multimodal Transport & Sector Development 150,000   
 4410 Development of the Transport Sector, Review of Policy and Regulations 150,000  12 Oct 2004 
     Railways  980,000   
 7018 Strengthening Operations and Business Processes in Viet Nam Railways 980,000  12 Dec 2007 
     Roads & Highways  2,795,000   
 3165 Project Preparation and Implementation Assistance to the Project 

Management Unit - My Thuan of Viet Nam 
120,000  03 Feb 1999 

 4028 Transport Services Networks for the Poor 350,000  11 Dec 2002 
 4695 Expressway Network Development Plan 850,000  23 Nov 2005 
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Sector/ 
Subsector TA Number Project Name/Title Amount 

($) 
Date of 

Approval 
 4695 Expressway Network Development Plan (Supplementary) 300,000  20 Dec 2005 
 4695 Expressway Network Development Plan (Supplementary) 600,000  30 Apr 2007 
 4695 Expressway Network Development Plan (2nd Supplementary) 200,000  03 Dec 2007 
 4795 Phu My Bridge Approach Roads 230,000  05 Jun 2006 
 4795 Phu My Bridge Approach Roads (Supplementary) 145,000  16 Mar 2007 
Multisector  2,580,000   
     Multisector  2,580,000   
 3487 Low Income Housing and Secondary Towns Urban Development Needs 

Assessment Study 
500,000  30 Aug 2000 

 4731 Support to Implement the Anti-Money Laundering Decree 500,000  13 Dec 2005 
 4903 Viet Nam Water Sector Review 580,000  18 Dec 2006 
 4981 Infrastructure Policy Reform Support 1,000,000  15 Oct 2007 
     

TOTAL     58,318,000    
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Table A4.4: Sectoral Composition of ADB Advisory Technical Assistance 
to Vietnam, 1999–2007 

 
1999–2007 

Amount Sector/Subsector 
%Share 

 Agriculture and Natural Resources 26.8
 Transport and Communications 6.7
 Law, Economic Management, and Public Policy 30.5
 Multisector 4.4
 Finance 10.3
 Education 3.8
 Energy 9.3
 Industry and Trade 2.7
 Health, Nutrition, and Social Protection 5.5
  Total 100.0
Source of Basic Data: Lotus Notes Database on Loans, Technical Assistance, Grants and 
Equity Approvals. 

 
Figure A4.2: Sectoral Distribution of ADB Viet Nam Advisory Technical Assistance,  

1999–2007 
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COUNTRY STRATEGY AND PROGRAM MATRIX 2002–2004 
 

 

Development 
Issues/Challenges 

National 
Development 

Goals, Strategies, 
and Targets 

ADB’s Strategy and Program Monitorable 
Indicators 
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R
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• Although poverty incidence 
has declined, it still remains 
quite significant (35% 
according to Viet Nam Living 
Standards Survey). 
• Gains in poverty reduction 
across regions have been 
uneven with the Northern 
Uplands, Central Region, 
and Mekong Delta lagging. 

Between 2000 and 
2010, reduce poverty 
according to the 
international poverty 
line by two fifths and 
according to the 
national poverty line 
by three quarters 
(equivalent to reduction 
by 12 percentage points 
under either poverty 
line). 

Support the Government’s 
goal of poverty reduction by 
selective focus on each of four 
pillars of poverty reduction 
1. sustainable growth, 
2. socially inclusive 
development, 
3. good governance, and 
4. balanced regional 
development through 
geographic focus on the 
relatively impoverished 
Central Region. 
 

See below. The Government 
adopts a holistic 
approach to 
poverty reduction, 
one that 
mainstreams 
poverty issues in 
policies and 
programs, i.e., 
growth, poverty, 
and equity concerns 
are simultaneously 
addressed. 

• Monetary 
measure of welfare 
- Headcount index 
• Nonmonetary 
measures (see 
relevant sections) 

 1.1 Rural Development      
1.1.1 Agricultural 
Productivity 
With limited scope for further 
expansion in sown area, 
agricultural productivity has 
become a critical bottleneck for 
higher agricultural growth. 
• A key constraint is access of 
small farmers to information 
and knowledge needed to 
improve productivity, diversify 
production, add value to their 
products, and exploit market 
opportunities. 

• Achieve growth rates 
of 4–4.5% for 
agriculture. 
• Agricultural growth 
is to rely on 
diversification, 
higher productivity, 
improved technology, 
and stronger linkages to 
industry. 

• Help to raise agricultural 
productivity through 
− encouraging adequate 
allocation of public resources 
to agricultural research and 
extension. 
− institutional strengthening of 
agricultural research and 
extension services 
− improved market channels 
and institutions 
• Improve targeting of poor, 
female, and ethnic groups in 
extension activities. 

• Agriculture Sector 
Development 
Program Loan II 
(2002) and 
supporting 
technical 
assistance (TA) 
(2003) 
• Possibly Japan 
Fund for Poverty 
Reduction for 
targeting of 
extension services 
 

• Quantity and 
quality of public 
spending on 
agricultural research 
and extension 
services. 
• Relevance of 
agricultural research 
and extension  
services to the 
livelihoods of poor 
farmers. 

• Share of budget 
allocated to 
agricultural 
research and 
extension 
• Extension 
outreach (no. of 
farmers and types 
of crops) 
• Agricultural crop 
diversification 
indices 
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1.1.2. Rural Nonfarm 
Employment 
• The very limited nonfarm 
activities engaged in by the 
poorest are in the nature of 
“last resort” activities 
associated with low labor 
productivity. 

Achieve annual rate 
of growth of rural 
industry and services 
of 10–12% by 
promoting off-farm 
employment and rural 
industrialization. 

Promote private small and 
medium agro-enterprises by 
removal of constraints 
including: 
• availability of land in rural 
and peri-urban areas 
• access to medium and 
longterm credit  

• Agriculture Sector 
Development 
Program Loan II 
(2002) & related TA 
(2003) 
• Small and 
Medium 
Enterprises 

Government has 
identified and is 
committed to 
implementing a 
specific set of 
measures to create 
an enabling 
environment for 

Growth in rural 
nonfarm activities: 
• Employment 
• Value added 
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Issues/Challenges 

National 
Development 

Goals, Strategies, 
and Targets 

ADB’s Strategy and Program Monitorable 
Indicators 

• The agro-industry sector, 
which is currently 
undeveloped, has significant 
potential for creating jobs and 
raising rural incomes. 

 
 
 
 

• simplification of complex tax 
rules, permits and licensing 
requirements 
• information on markets and 
technology. 

Development 
(2004) & related TA 
(2004) 
• Rural Enterprise 
Development 
Project 
Preparatory TA 
(PPTA) (2003) 

rural nonfarm 
employment. 

 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Private and Financial 
Sector Development 

     

1.2.1. Domestic Private 
Sector 
• Formal domestic enterprises 
suffer from discriminative 
policies that favor state-owned 
enterprises (SOEs) resulting 
in: 
− difficult access to land and 
credit, and 
− higher transaction costs due 
to the cumbersome and 
arbitrary administrative 
regulations and taxation 
system. 
• Inadequate infrastructure is a 
bottleneck to accelerating 
private sector growth 

Private sector 
development and 
foreign investment 
will be promoted 
through easing of 
barriers to entry and 
liberalization of the 
business environment. 
At the same, leading 
role of state sector in 
key sectors will 
continue. 

• Support improved business 
environment: 
– national level removal of 
constraints in the areas of 
taxation, regulations on 
registration and licensing, 
and customs regulation; 
– local level promote flexible 
approaches to solving 
constraints related to land, 
credit, and other factors 
controlled by local authorities; 
– processes for maintaining 
dialogue between the  
Government and the domestic 
private sector. 
• Promote private sector 
participation for infrastructure 
development in power and 
water supply sectors through 
use of private sector 
operations (PSO) 
demonstration/pilot projects to 
disseminate best practices. 

• Small and 
Medium 
Enterprises (SME) 
Development 
(2004) 
• Capacity Building 
for SME 
Development TA 
(2004) 
• Agricultural 
Sector 
Development 
Program Loan II 
(2002) 
• Rural Enterprise 
Development 
PPTA (2003) 
• Tax 
Implementation 
(Economic and 
Sector Work) 

There is a change in 
attitude of decision 
makers toward 
private sector 
development. 

• Private sector 
share in gross 
domestic product 
(GDP) 
• Number of new 
private SMEs 
• Progress in SOE 
equitization 
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1.2.2. Financial Sector 
Financial sector constrained in 
the intermediation of funds to 
the private sector due to:  
• banking sector burdened with 
nonperforming loans mainly 

• Restructuring of 
state-owned 
commercial banks 
• Separation of policy 
from commercial 
Lending  

Focus on three areas: 
• building financial 
infrastructure; 
• development and 
strengthening of financial 
intermediaries outside the 

• Financial Sector 
Program Loan 
(FSPL) II (2002) 
• Strengthening of 
Financial Markets 
Institutions TA 

Key stakeholders 
including 
Government, ADB, 
and World Bank 
reach consensus on 
detailed action plans 

• Transaction 
volume on the 
money and 
capital markets.  
• Progress in 
phasing out lending 
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 owed by SOEs  
• lack of diversified sources of 
longterm financing. 

• Development of 
nonbank financial 
sector 
 
 
 

 

banking sector, such as 
leasing and insurance; 
development of money, 
capital, and housing mortgage 
markets; 
• support for state-owned 
commercial banks  
restructuring through 
improvements in their credit 
culture, capacity for risk 
assessment and internal 
operations, within the 
framework of the Poverty 
Reduction and Growth Facility 
(PRGF)/Poverty Reduction 
Support Credit (PRSC). 

 (2003) 
• Housing Finance 
component of 
Central Region 
Urban 
Development loan 
(2003) 
• Social Safety 
Nets and Financial 
Markets 
Development TA 
(2004) 

and division of labor 
among multilateral 
financial institutions. 
 
 
 

 

rate caps posed on 
commercial banks. 
• Volume and 
sector share of 
credit received 
by the private 
sector 

 2.1 Education      
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• Enrollment and completion 
rates in secondary education 
are low. 
This reduces productivity and 
employability of labor force, 
reducing growth and 
generating underemployment. 
• Access of the poor to 
secondary education is limited, 
which tends to marginalize 
them and reduce their 
opportunities for gainful 
employment. 
• Low system efficiency, due 
to deficiencies in teaching, 
curriculum and instructional 
method, raises costs. 
• Technical and vocational 
education is mainly state-
driven and does not 
systematically respond to the 
needs of the labor market. 

• Consolidating 
universal primary 
education and 
illiteracy eradication 
by 2005 
• Achieving universal 
lower secondary 
education and 
expanding upper 
secondary education 
• Targeting difficult 
areas and ethnic 
minorities 
• Developing vocational 
education 

Support the Government’s 
goal of universal lower 
secondary education by 2010 
and gradually expanding upper 
secondary education: 
• lower secondary education 
− support universal access 
with particular focus on 
disadvantaged areas 
including the Mekong Delta, 
Central Highlands, and the 
Northern Uplands 
− improve quality through 
continued support for the 
national program for 
modernization of curricula 
and textbooks 
− support decentralization in 
education management 
• upper secondary education, 
in addition to access, quality, 
and decentralized 

• Upper Secondary 
Education 
Development 
(2002) 
• Lower Secondary 
Education 
Development II 
(2004) 
• TA for Capacity 
Building in Upper 
Secondary 
Education (2003) 
• ESW and TA for 
Public-Private 
Partnership in Skills 
Development 

• Resource 
implications of 
quality 
improvements such 
as school hours, 
school shifting, 
teachers’ salaries, 
and learning 
outcomes are worked 
out 
• There is adequate 
institutional capacity 
for planning and 
implementation with 
increasing 
decentralization 
• The financial 
capacity of local 
governments to 
provide educational 
services is adequate, 
or complemented by 

• Net and gross 
enrollment rates 
(disaggregated 
by gender and 
ethnicity) 
• Completion 
rates 
(disaggregated 
by gender and 
ethnicity) 
• Incidence of 
benefits including 
access of the 
poorest to 
postprimary 
education 20% 
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  management, develop 
approaches to “position” upper 
secondary education in terms 
of curriculum structure and 
career pathways to meet the 
more diverse needs of a 
market-oriented economy 

 central budget 
allocations 

 

2.2 Health      
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Persisting inequities in health 
status and vulnerability of the 
poor to health related shocks 
• Inequitable Public 
Expenditure. Public spending 
on hospital care absorbs 
excessive share of public 
spending on health and 
subsidizes nonpoor. 
• Demand for Health 
Services. The high direct and 
indirect costs of health care, 
combined with user fee system 
and focus of health insurance 
on urban nonpoor limits 
access of poor to health. In 
addition, quality of health 
services in poor areas has 
deteriorated. 
• Nutrition. Child malnutrition 
has declined but remains 
significant. 
• Women’s Health. Limited 
access to reproductive health 
care services for the poor and 
ethnic minorities. Abortion 
rates remain unacceptably 
high. 
• New challenges. New 
diseases are emerging 
including HIV/AIDS, 

• Greater equity in 
the access to and 
use of health care 
services 
• Reduction of the 
infant mortality rate 
(MR) to 25/1000 by 
2010 
• Reduction of under- 
5 MR to 32/1000 by 
2010 
• The reduction of 
maternal mortality 
ratio to 70/100,000 
by 2010 
• Achievement of 
universal access 
to contraceptives 
and other reproductive 
health services 

Increase access of the poor to 
quality health services and 
reducing their vulnerability to 
health shocks: 
• improving quality of and 
access to health services in 
remote and poor areas 
• enhancing affordability of 
health services by the poor 
through more equitable health 
financing 
• strengthening provincial 
preventive health care 
• improving the quality of 
human resources in the health 
sector 

• Health Sector 
Development Loan 
(2004) 
• TA for Policy 
Support for Health 
Sector 
Development 
(2004) 
• Health Financing 
for the Poor (2003) 
(ESW) 

Government is able 
to prioritize its health 
sector interventions 
and appropriate level 
of resources are 
made available. 
All major financing 
agencies continue to 
support health sector 
development 

• Infant mortality 
rate 
• Under-5 
mortality rate 
• Proportion of 
underweight 
children of age 
5 or less 
• Maternal 
mortality ratio 
• Proportion of 
deliveries attended 
by skilled health 
personnel 
• Contraceptive 
prevalence 
• HIV/AIDS 
prevalence 
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accidents, noncommunicable 
diseases and drug-resistant 
tuberculosis. 
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Reorientation in the systems 
and machinery of Government 
has been partial. Remaining 
agenda includes: 
• upgrading organization, 
remuneration, and skills of civil 
service to design appropriate 
policies and deliver related 
services 
• removing inconsistencies in 
existing legal framework and 
filling gaps in legislation and 
regulations 
• well-functioning courts, 
trained officials, effective 
information systems 
• capacity-building at the local 
level  
• improved financial 
management with expenditure 
that is consistent with 
resources available 
• reduced corruption 

• Public administration 
reform (PAR) for 
– restructuring of 
Gov’t. at all levels with 
emphasis on 
decentralization 
– salary reforms 
• Public financial 
management 
– budget reforms 
– audits of  
administrative agencies 
• Legal reforms 

• Support PAR implementation 
with emphasis on redefinition 
of role and mandate of central 
level agencies (GCOP, MOF, 
MOI, SBV) , policy-making 
coordination and service 
delivery improvements 
• Support civil service reform 
• Selectively support 
development of legal 
framework, particularly for 
private enterprise development 
• Support capacity building of 
local administrations in areas 
and sectors where ADB is 
active 
• Promote definition of 
standards of service quality 
and accessibility in areas and 
sectors where ADB is active 
• Selective action to improve 
financial accountability in ADB 
projects and sectors of 
involvement 

• Institutional 
Support for Policy 
Formulation and 
Coordination 
(2003) 
• Governance and 
Public 
Administration 
Reform (2002 and 
2003 TAs and 
possible 2004 
standby loan) 
• Support for PAR 
TA (2004) 
• Legal Needs 
Assessment 
(ongoing with other 
financing agencies) 
• Legal Sector 
Capacity Building 
and Reform TA 
(2002) 
• Coordination of 
operations in the 
Central Region 
(ESW) 
• Financial 
implications of civil 
service reform and 
public 
administration 
restructuring (ESW) 
 

• Constitutional 
amendments 
completed 
• PAR Strategy draft 
is finalized and 
endorsed by 
Communist Party 
of Viet Nam and 
Government and 
ADB support is 
sought 
• Legal needs 
assessment is 
successfully 
completed in early 
2002 and Govt. is 
committed to its 
implementation 
• Administrative 
decentralization is 
accompanied by 
corresponding 
fiscal decentralization 
or resource 
allocation 
• Government 
commitment to 
implementing the 
announced systemic 
approach to deal with 
corruption 

• Approved 
constitutional 
amendments 
and other 
legislation 
• Civil service 
– size 
– compensation 
package 
– guidelines 
• Surveys on 
progress in 
reducing corruption 
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4. Balanced Regional 
Development 
• Regional growth patterns 
have been uneven. If past 
growth patterns continue into 
the future, growth would  
exacerbate regional 
inequalities and hence be less 
propoor. 
• The Central Region includes 
provinces with the highest 
incidence of poverty. 

Key economic zones to 
lead growth but public 
investment will be 
prioritized toward 
lagging regions 

Focusing geographically 
approximately one third of 
lending operations on selected 
poor provinces within the 
Central Region using a two-
tiered approach combining 
− community-level 
interventions under livelihood 
improvement projects covering 
a few contiguous provinces 
with 
− higher level investment in the 
region (in roads, water 
resources, urban 
development) 

• Central Highlands 
Livelihood 
Improvement 
(2003) 
• Central Region 
Coastal Livelihood 
PPTA (2003) and 
ensuing loan  
(2005) 
• Central Provinces 
Water Resources 
Sector (2003) 
• Central Region 
Urban 
Development and 
Housing Finance 
(2003) 
• Central Region 
Road Sector (2004) 
• Provincial/district 
Towns 
Development in the 
Central Region 
PPTA (2003) and 
ensuing loan 
(2005). 
• Components of 
the power, 
education, and 
health loans (2002–
2004) 
 

Necessary 
interprovincial 
coordination takes 
place to ensure 
appropriate selection 
of the sector 
investment 

• Share of budget 
allocated to Central 
Region. 
• Regional 
economic 
indicators 
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5.1 Environment      
In the mountainous areas, 
resource 
degradation due to population 
pressure has aggravated 
poverty 

National Strategy 
for Sustainable 
Development 

Institutional development 
and poverty-linked 
forestry, water resource 
and coastal management 
activities in the Central 
Region 

Forests for 
Livelihood 
Improvement in the 
Central 
Highlands 

Government is 
committed to 
incorporating 
environmental 
concerns in local 
plans 

Successfully 
completed 
projects in 
smallforestry 
and 
watershed 
management in 
Central Region 

5.2 Gender      
• Increasing feminization of 
agriculture as a result of 
slower outmigration 
 

Plan of Action for the 
Advancement of 
Women 2001–2005 
(POA2) 

Provide access and narrow 
gaps in all areas of 
intervention. 

• Upper Secondary 
Education 
Development 
(2002) 

 • Girls/boys in 
secondary school 
• Percentage of 
women with access 
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• Less opportunities for women 
in state sector but more in 
foreign direct investment 
sector 

  • Lower Secondary 
Education 
Development 
(2004) 
• Health Sector 
Development 
(2004) 

 to basic health 
insurance 

ESW = economic and sector work, GCOP = Government Committee on Organization and Personnel, MOF = Ministry of Finance, MPI = Ministry of Planning and 
Investment, SBV = State Bank of Viet Nam, TA = technical assistance. 
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COUNTRY STRATEGY AND PROGRAM RESULTS MONITORING AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 2007–2010 
(Supporting the Government Reduce Poverty to 10–11% by 2010) 

 
Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

Pillar I. Business Led, Pro-Poor, and Sustainable Economic Growth 
Goal: High economic growth (Growth rate of 7.5%–8.0% per annum with an increase in per capita GDP of up to $1,050–$1,100 by 2010) 

• Transport 
bottlenecks and high 
costs stifling business 
growth 

• Unit costs and time for 
goods and passengers 
transportation reduced 
to be more in line with 
those of regional 
competitors 
• National and regional 
road freight and 
passenger volumes 
increased 
• Business along 
transport corridors 
strongly expanded 
• Public and private 
financing of 
infrastructure enhanced 
• Increase in 
intraregional exports 

• The transport cost is to 
be reduced by 10% by 
2010 from the 2005 
level 
• 5,800 km of highways 
to be built in 2006–2010 
(from the 4,575 km built 
during 2001–2005) 
• 100,000 km of trunk 
and rural roads to be 
built in 2006–2010 
(from the 65,000 km 
built in 2001–2005) 
• Transportation of 
goods to increase to 
409.7 million tons by 
2008 and 490.8 million 
tons by 2010 (from 313 
million tons in 2005) 
• Proportion of private 
investment in total 
infrastructure investment 
increased 

• Investments in 
expressways, railways, 
highways, plus private-
public partnerships 
financing 
• TA to strengthen 
transport institutions 
• Urban infrastructure 
and transport systems 
• Regional (GMS) 
transport corridors 
• Regional TA 
operations on trade and 
transport facilitation 

World Bank, Japan, 
United Kingdom, and 
France 

• Access to 
infrastructure (transport, 
power, etc) improved 

• Power demand is 
increasing at a rate of 
15% per annum, while 
the installed generation 
capacity is lagging 
• Sector bottlenecks 
risk are stifling business 
growth 

• Adequate, reliable, and 
improved quality of 
electricity supply to meet 
industrial, commercial, 
and residential 
consumer demands 
• Improving efficiency of 
electricity supply, 
transmission capacity, 

• Generation doubled to 
83 billion kilowatt hours 
(kwh) in 2008 and 112 
billion kwh by 2010 
(from 53.3 billion kwh in 
2005) 
• Electricity losses be 
about 10% by 2010 
(from 12.1% in 2005) 

• Investments in power 
sector to increase 
capacity in generation 
and high voltage 
transmission 
• Restructuring of the 
power sector to 
establish competitive 
power markets, and 

World Bank, Japan, and 
UNDP (Australia, 
Sweden, and Norway 
support capacity 
building) 
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Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

and its use 
• Power utilities are 
financially sustainable 

strengthen power sector 
institutions 
• Stimulation of public-
private participation in 
power generation 
projects 
• Cross-border power 
transmission networks 

• Investment 
mobilization enhanced 
• Investment efficiency 
improved 

• Institutional barriers 
to business growth 

• Competitiveness in 
industries improved 
• Corporate governance 
improved 
• Business enabling 
environment improved 
• More level playing field 
for all businesses 
created 
• Bureaucracy 
minimized and 
corruption reduced 

• The number of 
enterprises registered 
under EL/UEL 
increased (from 160,000 
for 2001–2005 to 
320,000 by 2010) 
• Ratio of exports to 
GDP to reach 71–72% 
by 2008 and 72–73% by 
2010 (from 69% in 
2005) 
• Private domestic 
investment increased to 
34% of GDP in 2008 
and 35% in 2010 (from 
29.8% in 2001–2005) 

• TA and loan support 
for private sector/SME 
development. 

European Union, 
Germany, UNIDO, and 
Japan for SMEs; IMF; 
World Bank 

• Lack of resources 
for infrastructure 
development 

• Public–private 
partnership (PPP) 
developed and 
strengthened 

• Proportion of private 
investment in 
infrastructure 
development 

• Public–private 
partnership investment 
from ADB as the 
catalyst for private 
investment in power and 
transport projects 

World Bank, Japan, and 
United Kingdom 

 

• Weak public 
administration and SOE 
governance hinder 
public service delivery 
and business growth 

• Quality of public 
services delivery 
improved 
• SOEs restructured 
under UEL with annual 
externally audited 
financial reports 
showing increased 

• Number of days to 
obtain business 
registration licenses 
reduced from the 50 
days in 2005 
• Number of SOE 
equitized to increase to 
4,500 in 2006–2010 

• TA and investments in 
public administration, 
SOE reforms, and 
corporate governance 
• The M4P, JFPPTP, 
and PhPP capacity-
building support 

UNDP, Sweden, United 
Kingdom, Canada, 
Japan, and Denmark for 
PAR; World Bank for 
SOCB; and UNDP for 
SOE reform 
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Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

 profitability  (from 2,347 in 2005) 
• The JFPPTP, and 
PhPP initiatives 
recognized as model 
capacity-building 
initiatives 

  

 • Constraints on 
capacity of the 
government staff 

• Quality of the civil 
service improved 

• Number of civil 
servants trained with the 
new curriculums 

• TA and investments in 
public administration 

 

• More efficient 
access to financial 
services 

• Limited access to 
finance stifling growth in 
business investment 

• Strong growth in 
leasing services 
• Increased role of 
capital market in 
business financing 
• Increased share of 
private investors in 
Vietnamese financial 
sector institutions 
• Financial 
intermediation 
strengthened 

• Total leased assets 
increase by 20% of the 
level in 2005 (D8.9 
trillion) 
• Three of the five 
SOCBs equitized by 
2010 
• Proportion of 
nonperforming loans in 
all outstanding credit 
to remain on par at 
regional level by 2010 
(from 4% in 2005) 

• TA and investment to 
strengthen nonbank 
financial services 
• Financial sector 
development programs 
• Private sector 
operations in financial 
sector 

World Bank, UNDP, 
IFC, and Germany 

• Common incidences of 
petty corruption in the 
delivery of public 
services 

• Reduce opportunities 
for corruption 

• Implementation 
guidelines of anti-
corruption and anti-
money laundering laws 
issued and enforced 

• Support to implement 
the anticorruption and 
anti money-laundering 
laws 

World Bank, United 
Kingdom, and Norway; 
UNDP 

• Lack of criteria for 
public investment 
allocation 

• Public resources 
allocation more 
transparent and 
equitable 

• Transparent 
procedures on public 
resources allocation set 
and used 

• TA on capacity 
strengthening of public 
investment planning 

UNDP, World Bank, and 
European Union; 
Denmark and Australia 

• Public resources 
management becomes 
more effective, 
transparent, and 
accountable 

• Limited participation 
of stakeholders in 
targeted programs 

• More participation in 
poverty specific 
targeted programs at 
commune and district 
levels 

• District and commune 
planning done with 
stakeholder involvement 
as evidenced by 
participation in Program 
135 decision making 
 

• TA on monitoring and 
evaluation 
• Capacity strengthening 
for local planning 

World Bank, UNDP, and 
European Union; and 
Australia 
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Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

• Lack of M&E system to 
ensure that goals and 
objectives are achieved 

• Planning performance 
to be consistently 
monitored and 
evaluated 

• SEDP M&E frame-
works and guidelines set 
and used for the 2006–
2010 SEDP monitoring 
and evaluation 

   

• Weak capacity of 
local government staff 

• Improved capacity to 
support the transfer of 
more responsibilities 
to local officials (in areas 
such as private sector 
development, public 
services delivery, and 
planning local 
infrastructure) 

• Percentage of 
communes in Program 
135 act as investment 
owners 

• PRSC 
• Capacity strengthening 
for local level planning 

World Bank, UNDP, and 
European Union; 
Australia, United 
Kingdom, and Sweden 

• Improve access and 
quality of secondary 
education 

• Additional skilled 
labor needed to help 
achieve SEDP targets 

• Government achieves 
enrollment targets 
• Improvement in the 
quality of education 

• Increase the lower 
secondary enrollment 
rate from 85% (2001–
2005) to 90% by 2010 
• Public expenditure on 
education to reach 20% 
of total budget (2006–
2010) from 18% in 2005 
• UNDP’s Human 
Development Index for 
Viet Nam improved 
from 0.704 in 2005 to 
0.725 by 2010. 
• All provinces 
completing universal 
lower secondary 
education by 2010 (from 
31 in 2005) 

• TA and investments in 
secondary education 

Belgium, Australia, and 
Germany 

Pillar II. Inclusive Social Development 
Goal: Improve Living Standards 
• Reduce poverty, 
especially in isolated 
areas 

• Difficulty in reaching 
the targeted 
beneficiaries of poverty 
reduction programs in 

• Better state budget 
management and linked 
public spending and 
plans 

• 8 million jobs by 2010 
created (about 50% for 
women) 
• 40% of workforce 

• Program–based 
support for selected 
targeted programs (such 
as the PRSC, Program 

World Bank, United 
Kingdom, Japan, 
Denmark, Sweden, 
Canada, and Finland 
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Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

remote areas • Greatly reduced 
poverty among the 
poorest rural population, 
and among ethnic 
minority groups 
• More rural jobs and 
income opportunities 

completed technical and 
vocational trainings by 
2010 (from the 10.7 
million or 25% of the 
total labor force in 2005) 
• Poverty rate to be 
reduced to 10–11% by 
2010 from 22% in 2005 

135) 
• TA to strengthening 
the local planning 
capacity 
• Vocational trainings 

• Lack of access to 
infrastructure by rural 
communities 

• Number of 
communities having 
access to infrastructure 
and market increased 

• By 2010, 100% 
population access to 
basic rural 
infrastructure/roads 

• Rural infrastructure 
(roads, water finance, 
water supply, sanitation, 
and livelihoods) 

World Bank; European 
Union, United Kingdom, 
Denmark, and Finland 

• Reduce morbidity, and 
improve physical 
health, life expectancy, 
and quality of life 

• Lack of adequate 
resources improve 
and extend preventive 
health care needed to 
achieve MDG and VDG 
targets 

• Child mortality rates 
reduced 
• Access of health 
services by the poor and 
the ethnic minorities 
improved 
• HIV/AIDs infection rate 
lowered 

• Child mortality (under 
5 years old) reduced to 
26 per 1,000 by 2008 
and 25 per 1,000 by 
2010 
• Health care  
expenditure to reach 
2.7% of total investment 
capital during 2006–
2010 
• 26 beds per 10,000 
people by 2010 (from 
about 24 in 2005) 
• 75% of communes to 
have doctors and 
facilities with MOH 
standards by 2008 and 
80% by 2010 (from 68% 
in 2005) 
• HIV/AIDS infection rate 
lowered to 0.4% by 
2010 from 0.44% in 
2005 

• TA and financial 
support focusing on 
sector strengthening 
and reforms, reaching 
the vulnerable, and 
control of communicable 
diseases 
• Regional initiatives on 
HIV/AIDs prevention 
(ongoing) 
• Regional (GMS) 
communicable disease 
control programs 

European Union, 
Australia, World Bank, 
Japan, and Sweden 
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Government’s  
Medium-Term Development Agenda ADB’s Strategic Focus 

Goals and 
Strategiesa 

Key 
Constraints/Issues 

Outcomes 
(that ADB intervention 
expects to influence  

by 2010) 

Tracking Indicators/ 
Milestones 

to Assess CSP 
Implementation 

Programmed ADB 
Interventions, 

2007–2010 
(to help the Government 

achieve the targets) 

Links with 
Interventions of Other 

Major Development 
Partners 

Pillar III. Sustained Environmental Management 
Goal: Sustain the renewable natural resources and protect the environment 
• Manage, extract and 
use natural resources to 
sustain growth and 
eradicate hunger, and 
reduce poverty, 
vulnerability, and 
environmental 
degradation 

• Rapid economic 
growth and urban 
pressures threatening 
the natural and urban 
environment 
• Limited capacity to 
protect high-value 
biodiversity areas 

• Sustainable 
management and 
integrated management 
of shared resources 
(water, biodiversity, 
coastal) 

• Biodiversity (proportion 
of forested areas that 
has a close canopy and 
is highly biodiverse) 
to increase to 11.2% by 
2010 from the 7.5% in 
2005 

• TA and financial 
support to improve 
resource management 
and rural and coastal 
livelihoods. 
• GMS Program to 
encourage sustainable 
management of shared 
natural resources 
• GMS biodiversity 
corridor initiative 

Germany, FAO, 
Denmark, Japan, World 
Bank, Sweden, 
European Union, 
Netherlands, Australia, 
and WWF 

• Improve urban 
management, water 
supply and sanitation, 
and mass transit 
systems 

• Need for proactive 
urban development 
management to help 
avoid environmental and 
social costs 

• Balanced urban 
development through 
improvement in living 
and business 
environment, and 
job creation in 
secondary cities 
• Avoid the social and 
environmental costs of 
rapid growth in urban 
centers 
• Ensure that most 
urban dwellers have 
access to piped water, 
and solid waste disposal 
mechanism 

• 90% of solid waste 
treated by 2010, from 
the 65% in 2005 
• 80% of hazardous 
waste treated by 2010, 
from the 40% in 2005 
• 100% of hospital waste 
treated by 2010, from 
the 62% in 2005 
• 75% of rural people 
with access to clean 
water by 2010, from 
62% in 2005 

• TA, investment support 
and policy dialogue to 
improve urban 
development and 
management 
• City comprehensive 
socioeconomic 
development 

World Bank, UNICEF, 
France, European 
Union, Denmark, 
Australia, and Japan 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, CSP = country strategy and program, FAO = Food and Agriculture Organization, GMS = Greater Mekong Subregion, JFPPTP = 
Japan Fund for Public Policy Training Program, M & E = monitoring and evaluation, M4P = Making Markets Work for the Poor, MDG = Millennium Development 
Goal, MOH = Ministry of Health, PAR = public administration reform, PhPP = Phnom Penh Plan for Development Management, PPP = public–private partnership, 
PRSC = Poverty Reduction Support Credit, SOCB = state-owned commercial bank, SME = small- and medium-sized enterprise, SOE = state-owned enterprise, 
TA = technical assistance, WB = World Bank, WWF = World Wide Fund for Nature, UEL = Unified Enterprise Law, UNDP = United Nations Development 
Programme, UNICEF = United Nations Children’s Fund, UNIDO = United Nations Industrial Development Organization. 
a  Selected components of the medium-term national development agenda that coincides with ADB’s strategic priorities in Viet Nam. 
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Table A7.1: Viet Nam CAPE: Evaluation Approach Framework 
 

Viet Nam’s Situation and 
Government's Strategy 

ADB's Analysis  
and Program Evaluation Focus Information Source and Analysis 

Country Context Country Analysis Summary of country performance, baseline indicators, trends, key policy issues, 
trends, fiscal situation, economic risks and management, government commitment 
and political economy influences 
 
Summary of key country development problems, causes, solutions, rational for 
Government involvement 
 
ADB's approach, understanding and effectiveness in country analysis and policy 
dialogue 
 

Review and analysis of country situation and national data and 
indicators over CAPE  period 
 
 
Assessment of development needs, trends, and rationale for public 
involvement 
 
Review of CPS background reports and country assessments, ERD 
reports and binding constraints analysis, ADO, WB, IMF, comparative 
analysis of ADB's approach with other assessments, perception survey 
 

Government's Ten-Year 
Strategies and Five-Year 
Plans 

Country Assistance and 
Program 

Government's strategies and plans and rationale for public and ADB's involvement 
 
 
 
Relevance and alignment of ADB's country strategy with the Government's 
strategies and plans, including selectivity, sequencing, continuity 
 
Responsiveness of ADB's assistance and performance, suitability of ADB 
procedures, capacity, competencies, harmonization with other donor programs 
 
Results and contributions to Government's development goals, key outputs and 
outcomes, value addition and synergies, sustainability and synergies 
 

Review of the Government's policies, strategies and plans, 
implementation, and public resource management during the CAPE 
period 
 
Review and analysis of ADB's CSPs, country portfolio, overall 
contribution of ETSW, adequacy of policy dialogue, perception survey of 
ADB, interviews with EA's, VRM staff, ADB program and project staff, 
harmonization with other partner 

 
Assess ADB's overall contribution to development results, erformance, 
synergies 
 

Sector and Area Context Economic and Thematic 
Sector Analysis, 
Monitoring, and 
Evaluation 

Sector performance, baseline indicators, trends, key sector policy issues, sector 
public expenditure and institutional issues, economic risks and management, and 
government commitment  
 
Summary of key sector development problems, causes, solutions, rationale for 
Government, and ADB involvement 
 
ADB's approach, understanding, and effectiveness in sector analysis and policy 
dialogue 

Rapid sector assessments: literature review, sector reports, CSP sector 
results framework, TA reports, other donor analysis, field visits 
 
 
 
 
 
Perception surveys, comparative analysis of ADB's approach with 
government, nongovernment and other donor approaches 
 

Government Sector and 
Area Development Goals 
and Plans 

Sector Assistance and 
Program 

Relevance of ADB's sector strategy and alignment with Government's sector plan 
including selectivity, sequencing, continuity 
 
Effectiveness of ADB's response to needs, design, practices, donor coordination, 
factors affecting implementation 
 
Efficiency of sector-level outcomes and contribution to intended impacts (were 
costs minimized for reaching goals) 
 
Sustainabilty (combined) of results and influences on sustainability 
 
Impact of outcomes to sector development, contributions to government and ADB 
strategic and thematic areas, corporate commitments 
 

Rapid sector assessments: Review of sector work, Government sector 
plans and strategies, CSP sector strategy, program, results framework, 
perception surveys, other donor program and coordination, aggregation 
of individual program, project and TA evaluations 

Government Investments 
and Services 

Programs, Projects, and 
Supporting TA Projects 

Relevance of loan, TA to ADB's sector program and Government's sector program 
 
Effectiveness of loan, TA to meeting needs, design, practices, donor coordination, 
progress and factors affecting implementation 
 
Efficiency of loan, TA outputs and outcomes and contribution to intended impacts 
 
Sustainabilty of loan, TA results and influences on sustainability 
 
Impact of outcomes to sector development, contributions to government and ADB 
strategic and thematic areas, corporate commitments 

Operations review: Review of designs, PPRs, MTRs, PCRs, PPERs; 
interviews with EAs, IAs, project officers, consultants, beneficiaries 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, ADO = Asian Development Outlook, CAPE = country assistance program evaluation, CPS = country partnership strategy, EA = executing agency, ERD = Economics and 
Research Department, ETSW = economic and thematic sector work, IA = implementing agency, IMF = International Monetary Fund, M&E = monitoring and evaluation, MTR = midterm review, PCR = project 
completion report, PPER = project performance evaluation report, PPR = project performance review, TA = technical assistance, VRM = Viet Nam Resident Mission, WB = World Bank. 
Source: Operations Evaluation Mission. 
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VIET NAM CAPE EVALUATION QUESTIONS1 
 

Evaluation Criteria Questions 
I.    Top-Down Assessment 

I.A. ADB’s Strategic Positioning in Viet Nam (Relevance) 
1. Relevance  What were the priority development issues, trends, conditions, and needs in Viet Nam?  

 How were they addressed by the Government and other relevant development partners?  
 What were the resulting external assistance requirements?  
 Did ADB country strategies and programs address relevant and priority development needs? 
Were they consistent with Government’s development strategies? 

 Were the mix of lending and nonlending assistance and operational approaches tailored to the 
particular conditions of Viet Nam?  

2. Selectivity   Have ADB operations focused on relevant and priority sectors, geographic areas and 
counterpart organizations, considering potential development impact, Government’s priorities 
and reform initiatives, and ADB corporate objectives?  

 Did the activities focus on ADB's core competencies? 
 How did ADB operations complement the activities of other development partners? 

3. Sequencing and continuity  Were ADB operations within and between sectors properly sequenced taking into consideration 
national development strategies, the Government's reform agenda and process, and capacity 
constraints?  

 Was there sufficient continuity in ADB's country assistance to maximize development 
effectiveness of operations? 

 
I.B.  ADB Performance and Responsiveness (Responsiveness) 
1. Responsiveness  Given expectations, has ADB responded adequately, flexibly, and in a timely way to changing 

and emerging country needs and Government demand for ADB assistance?  
 How have contentious issues been handled and problems resolved?  
 Did ADB properly assess and consider the implementation capacity of executing and 
implementing agencies during project processing and implementation? 

2. Suitability of ADB policies, 
systems and lending instruments 

 Were ADB policies, procedures, lending and nonlending instruments, and assistance modalities 
appropriate for Viet Nam?  

 How has ADB responded to the principles of the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness and the 
Hanoi Core Statement, in particular? 

3. Capacity and core competencies  Were the levels of ADB’s financial and human resources adequate for the effective design and 
implementation of the Viet Nam country strategies and programs? What was the quality of staff 
and consultant resources? 

 Were available ADB resources efficiently utilized? Did ADB optimize potential synergies across 

                                                 
1  These are intended to be guide questions, are by no means comprehensive, and are subject to revision in the course of the evaluation. 
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Evaluation Criteria Questions 
its public sector operations and between its public and private sector operations? 

 In which areas was ADB perceived to have a comparative advantage vis-à-vis other 
development partners in Viet Nam?  

 How did ADB harmonize its assistance with other development partners? 
 Was the management of procurement and consultant recruitment processes efficient? 
 How do the Government, civil society, and private sector perceive ADB’s role and performance 
and areas for service improvement? 

 
 
I.C. Overall Contribution to Viet Nam’s Development (Results) 
1. Sector work and policy dialogue   What was the quality of ADB's economic and sector work in Viet Nam? How were the findings 

used in the design of country strategies and programs?  
 How well was ADB equipped to handle policy dialogue on pertinent development issues?  
 What have been the contributions of the Viet Nam Resident Mission to country strategy and 
program design and implementation, and how well has it fulfilled its mandate? 

2. Outputs and outcomes and their 
likely sustainability 

 What have been the key outputs and outcomes of ADB’s operations in Viet Nam and how do 
they compare to results envisaged under the country strategies?  

 Are there any common factors that have affected program performance in the country? 
 What is the likelihood that these outputs and outcomes can be sustained considering fiscal, 
political, social, and environmental conditions?  

 How successfully has ADB contributed to sustainable economic growth and good governance in 
Viet Nam, as well as to ADB’s Poverty Reduction Strategy thematic priorities, in particular 
capacity development, private sector development, and environmental protection? 

3. Value addition  What was ADB's share of total Government development expenditure and ODA?  
 What has been ADB’s role compared to that of other development partners? 
 Did ADB spearhead any new discussions on or approaches to development issues in Viet Nam? 
 How did ADB’s lending and TA assistance make any difference to Viet Nam’s development?  

4. Dissemination and replication   To what extent and how has ADB’s experience with successful projects in Viet Nam been 
disseminated and replicated?  

 
II.  Bottom-Up Assessment 

1.  Relevance  Were ADB’s sector operations (i) focused on critical impediments to sector development, (ii) 
based on ADB country and sector strategies, (iii) aligned with Government’s sector priorities, (iv) 
supportive of essential government sector policy and institutional reforms, (v) aligned with 
international best practices and standards, and (vi) effectively coordinated with other key 
development partners? 

 Did ADB’s sector operations (i) adequately consider sector conditions in the country and scope 
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Evaluation Criteria Questions 
for sector development, and (ii) actively consider the potential for private sector involvement in 
the sector? 

2. Effectiveness  Has ADB’s sector assistance achieved meaningful outputs and outcomes and achieved the 
results defined in the country program? How successfully has the sector assistance contributed 
to the achievement of outputs and outcomes supporting Government’s goals and objectives?   

 What has been the level of effectiveness and what were its determinants (including 
appropriateness of program design, quality of policy dialogue and advisory services, 
implementation assistance, etc.)? 

3. Efficiency  Have ADB sector operations (i) maximized the ratio of outputs and outcomes to resource levels, 
and (ii) been formulated and implemented in a cost effective and efficient manner? 

4. Sustainability  What is the likelihood of sustaining achieved outputs and outcomes?  
 Are fiscal, political, and environmental conditions conducive to sustainability in place?  
 To what extent has ADB assistance helped strengthen national institutional capacity for 
formulation of sector policies and the management of sector programs and investments? 

5. Impact  How have ADB sector operations contributed to long-term sector development in Viet Nam (both 
in the past and likely impact)? 

 
III.  Lessons, Good Practices and Recommendations 

1. Programming Lessons and Good 
Practices  

 
 

 What lessons and good practice for ADB’s strategy can be identified from the past program 
experience for the next CPS?  

 Should ADB maintain its strategic focus or widen assistance to other sectors, regions, and 
agencies? Should any areas of assistance be discontinued or phased out?  

 In what areas could ADB provide more assistance and better practice?  
 Is the current trend toward program lending in support of improving public resource 
management to address the Millennium Development Goals and the private sector enabling 
environment? Is ADB equipped for this task? 

2. Operations Lessons and Good 
Practices 

 How can the development effectiveness of ADB's assistance in Viet Nam be improved?  
 What lessons can be drawn for improving ADB's project preparation and implementation in Viet 
Nam?  

 How can capacity development efforts be strengthened?  
 What existing and new products and best practices can be used to address identified problems? 
 How can ADB's public and private sector operations be enhanced? 

3. Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats  

 

 A range of good practices will be identified based on the CAPE and will be summarized by 
strengths to build into designs, weaknesses to avoid, opportunities to capitalize upon, and 
threats to manage. 

4. Future Strategic Considerations  
 

 How should the future partnership between the Government of Viet Nam and ADB be promoted 
given that Viet Nam is potentially an OCR borrower and an emerging Middle Income Country, 
but with lagging regions and population groups? 
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Evaluation Criteria Questions 
 

IV.  Overall Performance Rating 
The CAPE performance assessment methodology will combine assessments of development effectiveness for sector operations with 
assessments of ADB country positioning and strategy, the contributions of ADB programs to development results, and ADB performance. 
Sector ratings will be based the standard five evaluation criteria of relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability, and sector impact 
recommended by ADB's Guidelines for the Preparation of Country Assistance Program Evaluation Reports. Given the emphasis on both 
broad-based and sector-specific program lending in recent years, as well as a range of ongoing sector and area projects, no additional 
sector weightings are assigned at this stage of the evaluation. Sector ratings will be derived from an analysis of available PPERs, PCRs, 
TCRs, rapid sector assessments and studies conducted under CAPE. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, CAPE = country assistance program evaluation, CPS = country partnership strategy, OCR = ordinary capital 
resources, ODA = official development assistance, PCR = project completion report, PPER = project performance evaluation report, TA = 
technical assistance, TCR = technical assistance completion report.    
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APPROACHES TO SECTOR ASSESSMENTS 
 
A. Approaches to Sector Assessments 
 
1. Approach to the Evaluation of Lending Operations. The review of continuing and 
completed program loans and project loans will be undertaken through sector assessments and 
will include  
 

(i) the review of related documents, e.g., project preparation technical assistance 
(PPTA) papers and reports, back-to-office reports (BTORs), midterm reports, 
project performance report (PPRs), project completion reports (PCRs) and 
project performance audit/ evaluation reports (PPARs/PPERs). The final list of 
technical assistance (TAs) to be reviewed will be confirmed after the preliminary 
compilation and selection is complete.   

(ii) Structured interviews will be conducted with executing and/or implementing 
agencies, project officers and consultants, and include using a questionnaire 
format to summarize key interview findings. 

(iii) The findings from interviews and filled-in questionnaires and the results of the 
document review will be entered into summary sheets that will be used as the 
basis for deriving overall ratings of performance based on relevance, 
responsiveness and results, including results to date for ongoing assistance. 

(iv) An overall rating will be assigned to reviewed programs and projects. 
 
2. Approach to the Evaluation of Nonlending Operations. Key TA projects that were 
approved over the country assistance program evaluation (CAPE) period will be reviewed. This 
review will take into account the work on TAs carried out as part of the special evaluation study 
on the performance of TAs. The study examined 23 TA projects, some of which are in Viet Nam, 
and was completed in 2007. The methodology to be adopted in the CAPE will broadly follow 
that used in the study in order that the findings will be comparable. The work will be carried out 
in four phases:  
 

(i) review of related documents, e.g., advisory TA (ADTA) papers and reports, TA 
completion reports (TCRs), TA performance evaluation/audit reports 
(TPERs/TPARs), and BTORs. The final list of programs projects to be reviewed 
will be confirmed after the preliminary compilation and selection is complete. 

(ii) Structured interviews will be conducted with executing and/or implementing 
agencies, project officers and consultants, and include using a questionnaire 
format to summarize key interview findings. 

(iii) The findings from interviews and filled-in questionnaires and the results of the 
document review will be entered into summary sheets that will be used as the 
basis for deriving overall ratings of performance based on relevance, 
responsiveness and results. 

(i) An overall rating will then be assigned to each TA.  
 
B.  Lessons Learned, Good Practices, and Future Strategy  
 
3. Based on the evaluation of the ADB’s assistance program and strategy positioning, its 
contribution to development results in Viet Nam, and ADB’s response and performance, and 
overall results and development effectiveness, the implications for ADB’s future assistance 
strategy to Viet Nam will be assessed as follows.  
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(i) Programming lessons identified and good practices. What lessons and good 
practice can be identified from the past experience for the next country 
partnership strategy (CPS) in terms of ADB's strategy? Should ADB maintain its 
strategic focus or widen assistance to other sectors, regions, and agencies? 
Should any areas of assistance be discontinued or phased out? In what areas 
could ADB provide more assistance and better practice? Is the current trend 
toward program lending in support of improving public resource management to 
address the Millennium Development Goals and the private sector enabling 
environment? Is ADB equipped for this task?  

 
(ii) Operations lessons identified and good practices. How can the development 

effectiveness of ADB's assistance in Viet Nam be improved? What lessons can 
be derived for ADB's project preparation and implementation in Viet Nam? How 
can capacity building efforts be strengthened? What existing and new products 
and best practices can be used to address identified problems? How can ADB's 
public and private sector operations be enhanced?  

 
(iii) Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. A range of good practices 

will be identified based on the CAPE, summarized by strengths to build into 
designs, weaknesses to avoid, opportunities to capitalize upon, and threats to 
manage.  

 
(iv) Future strategic considerations. How should future partnership between Viet 

Nam and ADB be promoted given that Viet Nam is potentially an emerging 
middle income country, but with regional and environmental challenges?  

 
C. Overall Performance Rating  
 
4. The CAPE performance assessment methodology will combine assessments of 
development effectiveness for sector operations with assessments of ADB country positioning 
and strategy, the contributions of ADB programs to development results, and ADB performance. 
Sector ratings will be based the standard five evaluation criteria of relevance, effectiveness, 
efficiency, sustainability, and sector impact recommended by ADB's Guidelines for the 
Preparation of Country Assistance Program Evaluation Reports. Given the emphasis on both 
broad based and sector specific program lending in recent years, as well as a range of ongoing 
sector and area projects no additional sector weightings are assigned at this stage of the 
evaluation. Sector ratings will be derived from an analysis of available PPERs, PCRs, TCRs, 
and rapid sector assessments and studies conducted under CAPE.   
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DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE  
 
I. International Consultants 
 

1. Energy Specialist (30 person-days) 
 
1. The specialist will undertake a rapid assessment of ADB’s program, strategy and 
performance in Viet Nam’s energy sector. This position requires in-depth country knowledge, 
experience and familiarity with the energy sector in developing economies, preferably in 
Southeast Asia; experience in Viet Nam is preferred. The specialist should have substantial 
knowledge of the issues, policies, programs, and sector reforms. A working knowledge of 
evaluation approaches and methods is needed, together with an excellent grasp of crosscutting 
themes including gender, disadvantaged groups, environment and climate change, regional 
cooperation and private sector participation. The specialist will review the details of the 
evaluation issues, framework and questions given in the evaluation approach paper. Inputs will 
be provided from the desk review of the sector. The specific tasks are given below:  
  

a. Review the evolution and key development milestones of Viet Nam’s energy sector 
from 1993 to present, with focus on 1999–2008, and other relevant years as required, 
particularly in relation to the changing economic and political environment.   

b. Analyze the key issues, challenges, opportunities, constraints and needed reforms 
faced by Viet Nam’s energy sector.   

c. Assess the strategies, priorities, and programs of the Government in the energy 
sector. 

d. Analyze the positioning of ADB’s energy sector strategies and assistance, including 
policy dialogue, with respect to the country context and other criteria, including their 
linkage and results in poverty reduction. 

e. Assess the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and programs, and contributions 
to Viet Nam’s energy sector and development goals.  
 Conduct rapid assessments of ADB loans, technical assistance, grants and policy 

dialogue in the energy sector as indicated in the evaluation approach paper. This 
includes loans extended through ADB’s private sector operations.  

 Assess (i) regional cooperation, (ii) private sector participation and the various 
modes of public-private partnerships, (iii) foreign investment, and (iv) climate 
change and environment initiatives in Viet Nam’s energy sector, with a view of 
developing a future strategy in facilitating their roles. 

 Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries 
as appropriate. 

 Analyze ADB’s project implementation performance and identify constraints to 
improved implementation, and prepare recommendations to facilitate 
implementation in the sector.  

 As appropriate, prepare questionnaires for the related topics based on the 
questions prepared by the team leader, and conduct interviews and focus group 
discussions in the assessment of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance.  

 Identify key lessons and provide recommendations for consideration by ADB in its 
future country strategy for the energy sector in Viet Nam.  

 Prepare an assessment report of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance in the energy sector in a format to be agreed upon with the CAPE 
team leader. 

f. Prepare forward-looking recommendations for ADB’s strategy and program in Viet 
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Nam’s energy sector.  
g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the country assistance program 

evaluation (CAPE) team leader in the context of the energy sector for the Viet Nam 
CAPE.  

 
2. Rural Development, Agriculture and Natural Resources Specialist  

(30 person-days) 
 
2. The specialist will undertake a rapid assessment of ADB’s program, strategy and 
performance in Viet Nam’s rural development, agriculture and natural resources (RDANR) 
sector. This position requires in-depth country experience and familiarity in Viet Nam’s RDANR 
sector. The specialist should have substantial knowledge of the issues, policies, programs, and 
sector reforms. A working knowledge of evaluation approaches and methods is needed, 
together with an excellent grasp of crosscutting themes including gender, disadvantaged groups, 
environment and climate change, regional cooperation and private sector participation. The 
specialist will review the details of the evaluation issues, framework and questions given in the 
evaluation approach paper. Inputs will be provided from the desk review of the sector. The 
specific tasks are given below:  
  

a. Review the evolution and key development milestones of Viet Nam’s RDANR sector 
from 1993 to present, with focus on 1999–2008, and other relevant years as required, 
particularly in relation to the changing economic and political environment.   

b. Analyze the key issues, challenges, opportunities, constraints and needed reforms 
faced by Viet Nam’s RDANR sector.   

c. Assess the strategies, priorities, and programs of the Government in the RDANR 
sector. 

d. Analyze the positioning of ADB’s RDANR sector strategies and assistance, including 
policy dialogue, with respect to the country context and other criteria, including their 
linkage and results in poverty reduction. 

e. Assess the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and programs, and contributions 
to Viet Nam’s RDANR sector and development goals  
 Conduct rapid assessments of ADB loans, technical assistance, grants and policy 

dialogue in the RDANR sector as indicated in the evaluation approach paper. This 
includes loans extended through ADB’s private sector operations.  

 Assess (i) regional cooperation, (ii) private sector participation and the various 
modes of public-private partnerships, (iii) foreign investment, and (iv) climate 
change and environment initiatives in Viet Nam’s RDANR sector, with a view of 
developing a future strategy in facilitating their roles. 

 Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries 
as appropriate. 

 Analyze ADB’s project implementation performance and identify constraints to 
improved implementation, and prepare recommendations to facilitate 
implementation in the sector.  

 As appropriate, prepare questionnaires for the related topics based on the 
questions prepared by the team leader, and conduct interviews and focus group 
discussions in the assessment of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance.  

 Identify key lessons and provide recommendations for consideration by ADB in its 
future country strategy for the RDANR sector in Viet Nam.  

 Prepare an assessment report of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance in the RDANR sector in a format to be agreed upon with the CAPE 
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team leader. 
f. Prepare forward-looking recommendations for ADB’s strategy and program in Viet 

Nam’s RDANR sector.  
g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the CAPE team leader in the context of 

the RDANR sector for the Viet Nam CAPE.  
 
3. Health Specialist (30 person-days) 

 
3. The specialist will undertake a rapid assessment of ADB’s program, strategy and 
performance in Viet Nam’s health sector. This position requires in-depth country experience and 
familiarity with Viet Nam’s health sector. The specialist should have substantial knowledge of 
the issues, policies, programs, and sector reforms. A working knowledge of evaluation 
approaches and methods is needed, together with an excellent grasp of crosscutting themes 
including gender, disadvantaged groups, environment, regional cooperation and private sector 
participation. The specialist will review the details of the evaluation issues, framework and 
questions given in the evaluation approach paper. Inputs will be provided from the desk review 
of the sector. The specific tasks are given below:  
  

a. Review the evolution and key development milestones of Viet Nam’s health sector 
from 1993 to present, with focus on 1999–2008, and other relevant years as required, 
particularly in relation to the changing economic and political environment.   

b. Analyze the key issues, challenges, opportunities, constraints and needed reforms 
faced by Viet Nam’s health sector.   

c. Assess the strategies, priorities, and programs of the Government in the health 
sector. 

d. Analyze the positioning of ADB’s health sector strategies and assistance, including 
policy dialogue, with respect to the country context and other criteria, including their 
linkage and results in poverty reduction. 

e. Assess the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and programs, and contributions 
to Viet Nam’s health sector and development goals.  
 Conduct rapid assessments of ADB loans, technical assistance, grants and policy 

dialogue in the health sector as indicated in the evaluation approach paper. This 
includes loans extended through ADB’s private sector operations.  

 Assess (i) regional cooperation, (ii) private sector participation and the various 
modes of public-private partnerships, and (iii) foreign investment Viet Nam’s 
health sector, with a view of developing a future strategy in facilitating their roles. 

 Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries 
as appropriate. 

 Analyze ADB’s project implementation performance and identify constraints to 
improved implementation, and prepare recommendations to facilitate 
implementation in the sector.  

 As appropriate, prepare questionnaires for the related topics based on the 
questions prepared by the team leader, and conduct interviews and focus group 
discussions in the assessment of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance.  

 Identify key lessons and provide recommendations for consideration by ADB in its 
future country strategy for the health sector in Viet Nam.  

 Prepare an assessment report of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance in the health sector in a format to be agreed upon with the CAPE team 
leader. 

f. Prepare forward-looking recommendations for ADB’s strategy and program in Viet 
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Nam’s health sector.  
g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the CAPE team leader in the context of 

the health sector for the Viet Nam CAPE.  
 
4. Economic Management, Public Policy, Governance and Private Sector 

Development Specialist (30 person-days) 
 
4. The specialist will undertake a rapid assessment of ADB’s program, strategy and 
performance in Viet Nam’s economic management, public policy, governance and private sector 
development sectors. This position requires in-depth country experience and familiarity of these 
sectors in Viet Nam. The specialist should have substantial knowledge of the issues, policies, 
programs, and sector reforms. A working knowledge of evaluation approaches and methods is 
needed, together with an excellent grasp of crosscutting themes including gender, 
disadvantaged groups, environment and climate change, regional cooperation and private 
sector participation. The specialist will review the details of the evaluation issues, framework 
and questions given in the evaluation approach paper. Inputs will be provided from the desk 
review of the sector. The specific tasks are given below:  
  

a. Review the evolution and key development milestones of Viet Nam’s economic 
management, public policy and governance sectors from 1993 to present, with focus 
on 1999–2008, and other relevant years as required, particularly in relation to the 
changing economic and political environment.   

b. Analyze the key issues, challenges, opportunities, constraints and needed reforms 
faced by Viet Nam’s economic management, public policy and governance sector.   

c. Assess the strategies, priorities, and programs of the Government in the economic 
management, public policy and governance sectors. 

d. Analyze the positioning of ADB’s economic management, public policy and 
governance sector strategies and assistance, including policy dialogue, with respect 
to the country context and other criteria, including their linkage and results in poverty 
reduction. 

e. Assess the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and programs, and contributions 
to Viet Nam’s economic management, public policy and governance sectors and 
development goals.  
 Conduct rapid assessments of ADB loans, technical assistance, grants and policy 

dialogue in the economic management, public policy and governance sector as 
indicated in the evaluation approach paper. This includes loans extended through 
ADB’s private sector operations.  

 Assess (i) regional cooperation, (ii) private sector participation and the various 
modes of public-private partnerships, (iii) foreign investment, and (iv) climate 
change and environment initiatives in Viet Nam’s economic management, public 
policy and governance sectors, with a view of developing a future strategy in 
facilitating their roles. 

 Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries 
as appropriate. 

 Analyze ADB’s project implementation performance and identify constraints to 
improved implementation, and prepare recommendations to facilitate 
implementation in the sector.  

 As appropriate, prepare questionnaires for the related topics based on the 
questions prepared by the team leader, and conduct interviews and focus group 
discussions in the assessment of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance.  
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 Identify key lessons and provide recommendations for consideration by ADB in its 
future country strategy for the economic management, public policy and 
governance sectors in Viet Nam.  

 Prepare an assessment report of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance in the economic management, public policy and governance sectors in 
a format to be agreed upon with the CAPE team leader. 

f. Prepare forward-looking recommendations for ADB’s strategy and program in Viet 
Nam’s economic management, public policy and governance sectors.  

g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the CAPE team leader in the context of 
the economic management, public policy and governance sectors for the Viet Nam 
CAPE.  

 
5. Advisor on Strategies, Programs, Economic Management and Governance) 

(60 person-days) 
 
5. The consultant will provide advice to the ADB CAPE team in analyzing the country 
assistance program context, evaluating and discussing ADB's performance with stakeholders in 
Viet Nam. Specifically, the consultant will assist in the preparation and review of the CAPE for 
Viet Nam, as directed by the OED task manager. The consultant will review the details of the 
evaluation issues, framework and questions given in the evaluation approach paper. Inputs will 
be provided from the desk review of the related documents and reports. The consultant will help 
prepare recommendations based on findings of CAPE studies from OED and other MDBs. The 
specific tasks are given below:   
 

a. Review the evaluation approach and methods based on latest international best 
practice.  

b. Advise the OEM on specific technical evaluation issues as they arise.  
c. Undertake an independent review of work-in-progress papers and reports for the 

CAPE and provide feedback on technical content and consistency for the developing 
and final reports, and provide comments to CAPE team leader.  

d. Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries as 
appropriate. 

e. Conduct interviews on ADB’s policy dialogue with the Government and development 
partners and prepare a summary of key messages.  

f. Assist the CAPE team leader in undertaking the top-down assessment. 
g. Provide an assessment of the CAPE team’s approach to evaluation ratings and help 

develop and interpret ratings.  
h. Advise the CAPE team on the formulation of lessons learned, conclusions and 

recommendations.  
i. Follow OED’s Guidelines for the Preparation of Country Assistance Program 

Evaluation reports and assist the OEM in preparing and presenting reports in 
prescribed format on findings for points (ii) to (v), and as directed by the OED Task 
Manager.  

j. Assist the OED Task Manager in preparing a consultative stakeholder workshop on 
the CAPE findings, as required.  

h. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the CAPE team leader in the context of 
the economic management, public policy and governance sectors for the Viet Nam 
CAPE.  

 
II. National Consultants 
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6.  Macroeconomics Specialist (30 person-days) 
 

6. The specialist will have at least 10 years’ experience in relevant areas and should be 
knowledgeable and updated on the trends, issues and challenges of Viet Nam’s economy. The 
specialist will prepare a report for the CAPE that includes: 
 

a. A review and analysis of macroeconomic trends, performance, issues and key 
development constraints from 1999 to the present (comprising the fiscal, monetary 
and external sectors). Review and analyze related current and pending policy 
decisions. Identify and rank the most crucial issues and policies. Recommend a 
sequencing, if possible, and recommend a way forward. 

b. A review of trends, performance and issues in poverty, social trends and the 
Millennium Development Goals. Review and analyze related current and pending 
policy decisions. Identify and rank the most crucial issues and policies. Recommend 
a sequencing, if possible, and recommend a way forward. 

c. A review of the binding constraints to Viet Nam’s economic development.  
d. In the process of preparing the report, the specialist will hold discussions with 

relevant officials of the Government, academics, and representatives of development 
partners, business groups, economic and social policy groups. 

e. The specialist will also collect the latest relevant data and ensure their accuracy at 
the time of collection. 

f. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the team leader in the context of the 
Viet Nam’s economy for the CAPE.  

 
7. Education Sector Specialist (21 person-days) 

 
7. The specialist will undertake a rapid assessment of ADB’s program, strategy and 
performance in Viet Nam’s education sector. This position requires in-depth country experience 
and familiarity with the education sector in Viet Nam. The specialist should have substantial 
knowledge of the issues, policies, programs and sector reforms, and have a working knowledge 
of evaluation approaches and methods, together with an excellent grasp of crosscutting themes, 
including gender, poverty reduction, governance, capacity development and regional 
cooperation. The detailed tasks are given below: 
 

a. Review the evolution and key development milestones of Viet Nam’s education 
sector from 1993 to present, with focus on 1999–2008, and other relevant years as 
required, particularly in relation to the changing economic and political environment.   

b. Analyze the key issues, challenges, opportunities, constraints and needed reforms 
faced by Viet Nam’s education sector.   

c. Assess the strategies, priorities, and programs of the Government in the education 
sector. 

d. Analyze the positioning of ADB’s education sector strategies and assistance, 
including policy dialogue, with respect to the country context and other criteria, 
including their linkage and results in poverty reduction. 

e. Assess the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and programs, and contributions 
to Viet Nam’s education sector and development goals.  
 Conduct rapid assessments of ADB loans, technical assistance, grants and policy 

dialogue in the education sector as indicated in the evaluation approach paper. 
This includes loans extended through ADB’s private sector operations.  

 Assess (i) regional cooperation, (ii) private sector participation and the various 
modes of public-private partnerships, (iii) foreign investment, and (iv) climate 
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change and environment initiatives in Viet Nam’s education sector, with a view of 
developing a future strategy in facilitating their roles. 

 Conduct field visits of project sites and meet with implementors and beneficiaries 
as appropriate. 

 Analyze ADB’s project implementation performance and identify constraints to 
improved implementation, and prepare recommendations to facilitate 
implementation in the sector.  

 As appropriate, prepare questionnaires for the related topics based on the 
questions prepared by the team leader, and conduct interviews and focus group 
discussions in the assessment of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance.  

 Identify key lessons and provide recommendations for consideration by ADB in its 
future country strategy for the education sector in Viet Nam.  

 Prepare an assessment report of the performance of ADB’s sector strategies and 
assistance in the education sector in a format to be agreed upon with the CAPE 
team leader. 

f. Prepare forward-looking recommendations for ADB’s strategy and program in Viet 
Nam’s education sector.  

g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the CAPE team leader in the context of 
the education sector for the Viet Nam CAPE.  

 
8. Specialists in Various Sectors – Energy; Rural Development, Agriculture 

and Natural Resources; Health; Economic Management, Public Policy, 
Governance and Private Sector Development (95 person-days)  

 
8. The specialist will work with the equivalent international sector specialist to undertake a 
rapid assessment of the sector(s) of assignment. This position requires in-depth country 
experience and familiarity with the sector(s) of assignment in Viet Nam. The specialist should 
have substantial knowledge of the issues, policies, programs, and sector reforms. Working 
knowledge of evaluation approaches and methods is needed, together with an understanding of 
crosscutting themes, including environment, gender, disadvantaged groups, poverty reduction, 
capacity building, private sector development, environment and regional cooperation. The 
detailed tasks are given below: 
 

a. Support the international consultant by collecting and undertaking preliminary 
analysis of relevant data, information and documents for the rapid sector 
assessment. 

b. Organize and facilitate focus group discussions, workshops and meetings. 
c. Fill in assessment questionnaires for lending and nonlending assistance.  
d. Provide an analysis of the issues and constraints, policies, programs and ongoing 

and needed sector reforms.  
e. Provide a historical background of the issues, policies, programs and reforms in the 

sector. 
f. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the equivalent international consultant 

or the CAPE team leader in the context of the assessment of the sector of 
assignment for the CAPE.  

 
9. Evaluation Research Associates (14 person-months) 

 
9. The research associate will provide analytical support to the CAPE team, primarily in the 
ADB headquarters. The research associate should have experience in applied research, an 
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understanding of aid agency operations, good analytical and writing skills, and excellent 
computer skills with sound knowledge of electronic databases and statistical analysis. S/he 
should also have good interpersonal skills and the ability to work independently and accurately. 
The responsibilities are as follows:   
  

a. Provide analytical support and assist the team leader and international consultants in 
preparing the CAPE, including desk reviews to prepare assessment sheets for all 
bottom-up assessments in each sector.   

b. Collect and assist in the review of relevant ADB documents produced by OED and 
other departments and offices in ADB, including current procedures, strategies, 
policies, guidelines, and economic and sector work related to Viet Nam.  

c. Assist the team leader and international consultants in identifying, gathering, and 
reviewing alternative sources of information relevant to the CAPE.  

d. Gather and process data relevant to the CAPE; prepare statistical tables, charts and 
other forms of illustration as may be needed; and fill in assessment questionnaires. 

e. Provide a preliminary analysis of the findings and a synthesis of qualitative 
information relevant to the CAPE.  

f. Assist in the preparation of the sector assessments.  
g. Perform other tasks that may be assigned by the team leader in the context of the 

assessment of the health sector for the CAPE.  
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DRAFT VIET NAM CAPE MONITORING FRAMEWORK  
 

Design Summary Performance Targets/ 
Indicators 

Monitoring 
Mechanisms 

Assumptions 
 

Impact 
Preparation of the next Viet 
Nam CPS takes into 
account the findings and 
recommendations of the 
CAPE  
 

 
• CAPE findings and 

recommendations used 
by the Viet Nam country 
team in preparing the 
next CPS 

 
• Draft CPS background 

papers 
• Draft CPS 
 

Assumptions 
• Relevant ADB staff are 

available for in-depth 
discussions in a timely manner. 

 

Outcome 
Development effectiveness 
of ADB programs and 
strategies in Viet Nam from 
1999 to 2007 assessed 
 
 
 

 
• CAPE report approved by 

DG, OED by August 
2009  

 
• Copy of draft CAPE 

report  
• Copy of CAPE final 

report 
 

Assumptions 
• Relevant OED staff are 

available for finalizing the draft 
report in a timely manner. 

• Relevant ADB officials and 
provide comments to the draft 
report in a timely manner.  

• Relevant government officials 
provide comments to the draft 
report in a timely manner. 

•  
Outputs 
1. Top-down assessment 

completed  
2. Bottom-up assessment 

completed 
3. Lessons and good 

practices identified 
4. Recommendations for 

the next CPS 
developed 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Preliminary draft of top-

down assessment by IV 
January 2009  

• 1st draft top-down 
assessment by III March 
2009 

• Preliminary draft of sector 
assessments completed 
by II January 2009 

• 1st draft of sector 
assessments completed 
by III March 2009  

• 1st draft of lessons, good 
practices and 
recommendations 
completed by I April 2009 

 
• Copies of drafts of top-

down assessment 
• Copies of drafts of 

sector assessments 
• Copies of drafts of 

lessons, good 
practices and 
recommendations 

 

Assumptions 
• Suitable consultants are 

available and recruited on time. 
• Relevant government 

documents and data are 
collected in a timely manner.  

• Relevant government officials 
are available for in-depth 
discussions in a timely manner. 

• Missions visit project sites and 
meet with stakeholders in a 
timely manner.  

• Relevant officials of 
development partners are 
available for in-depth 
discussions in a timely manner. 

• Relevant ADB staff are 
available for in-depth 
discussions in a timely manner. 

• Relevant OED staff are 
available for CAPE work in a 
timely manner. 

 
 

Activities and Milestones Inputs 
1. Approval of evaluation approach paper   
2. Consultant recruitment       
3. Desk review, data collection analysis 
4. CAPE mission 
 
5. Draft CAPE report 
6. OED peer review and VIE country team review 
7. Government and interdepartmental review 
8. OED Management review  
9. DG-level meeting with SERD on recommendations 
10. Editing 
11. DG, OED approval 
12. DEC Circulation 

14 Nov 2008 
I Nov 2008 
III Oct – III Apr 2009 
II-IV Feb 2009    
 (after Tet holiday) 
IV Apr 2009 
I-II May 2009 
IV May – II Jun 2009 
IV Jun 2009 
III Jul 2009 
I-II Aug 2009 
III Aug 2009 
IV Aug 2009 

• OED evaluation specialists and 
officers 

• Energy sector specialist 
• Rural development, agriculture 

and water resources sector 
specialist  

• Country program strategy and 
economic management  

• Marcoeconomist  
• Economic management, 

finance, governance and 
private sector development 
specialist 

• Rural development, agriculture 
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Activities and Milestones Inputs 
and water resources sector 
specialist 

• Education and health sectors 
specialist 

• Research associates  
• Survey 
• Workshops 
• Field visits 
 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, CAPE = country assistance program evaluation, CPS = country partnership strategy, 
DEC = Development Effectiveness Committee, DG = Director General, MOE = Ministry of Education, OED = Operations 
Evaluation Department, SERD = Southeast Asia Regional Department, SESIP = Secondary Education Sector 
Improvement Project, SPBMS = school performance-based management system, VIE = Viet Nam. 

 



Sep October Nov/Dec January February March April May June July August
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV

Output

A.  Preparation of the Approach Paper
Approach Paper

Finalize AP
B.  Assessment of the Country Context

CAPE Mission

C.  Assessment of VIE Plans and Reforms and ADB's Response
Assessment of government 
development priorities, 
strategies, plans (to support 
Chapter II, Appendix)

D.  Development Effectiveness of ADB Support
Assessment of ADB's overall 
strategic results and rating (to 
support Chapter IV, 
Appendices)

ADB progam effectiveness, 
efficiency, sustainability, 
impact (to support Chapter III)

Reports

OED Mgmt review
SERD DG-level meeting

Editing
DG, OED approval

DEC circulation

Peer and 
Govt & Interdept review

Editing

OED Management review

DG, OED approval
DEC Circulation

OED peer review & VIE country team review
Government & interdepartmental review

DG-level meeting with SERD on recommendations

1st 
draft 
top-
down 
asse
ss-
ment

Preli
minar
y 
rapid 
secto
r 
asse
ssme
nts

1st 
draft 
botto
m-up 
asse
ssme
nt

1.  Review Government's policies, strategies and plans over time 
and identify key factors that have influenced policy 
implementation and ADB's strategic response.

1.  Assess loans and TAs in key sectors. Review sector work, 
consistency with government sector reforms, plans and 
strategies, relevance and effectiveness of program loans' reform 
agenda, progress against DMF and road map, analysis of 
political economy of reforms, perception surveys, review of other 
development partners' activities in the sector.

2.  Review and analyze ADB CPS' for support to reforms, e.g., 
country portfolio, ETSW, TAs and policy dialogue; perception 
survey of ADB; interviews with EAs, IAs, development partners, 
RM staff, relevant SERD staff and SERD Management. Assess 
progress vis-a-vis CPS results matrix and framework.

3. Assess ADB's contribution to development results in the 
sectors and generally. Identigy factors and forward risks affecting 
sustainability.

Assessment of ADB's 
relevance and response, 
overall positioning, relvance 
and performance (to support 
Chapter III, Appendices)

2.  Assess assistance implementation performance. Review 
PPRs, MTRs, PRCs, PPERs, TCRs. Interview stakeholders, 
EAs, IAs, project officers, consultants, beneficiaries.

1st 
draft 
lesso
ns, 
practi
ces & 
reco
mme
ndati

Activity

1.  Review and analyze country context, national accounts, 
strcutural trends, incomes and expenditures, other indicators of 
socioeconomic performance from 1998 to 2008

2.  Review of CPS background reports and country 
assessments, ADO, WB and IMF reports, reports of research 
organizations. Summarize assessments of constraints and 
policies over time, and the changes over the period.

Preparation andfinalization of the CAPE approach paper

Preliminary 
draft country 
and CPS 
assessment

Assessment of country 
context, reform needs, 
priorities, issues and trends (to 
support Chapter II, 
Appendices)

SAPEs
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